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Abstract

For generic 3D sampling, t he Body Centered Cubic (BC C) lat tice and t he Face Centered

Cubic (FCC) lattice are significant ly superior to the tradit ionally popular Cartesian Cubic

(CC) latt ice. Motivated by t he goal of high visual fidelity in the visualizatio n community,

thi s thesis investigates the relat ive perceptual merits of high quality reconstr uct ion filt ers

for CC , BCC, and F CC sam pled da ta . We recrui t ed 24 par ti cipants and gave t hem pairs of

images to discriminate. For each pair, a par t icipant is asked to choose the better of th e two

images: one image rendered from dat a sam pled on the CC lattice, and one image rend ered

from data samp led on the BC C or FCC lat tice. We used bot h synthet ic and Computed

Tomography (CT ) volum et ric data, and report that by using approximately 30 - 350/<, fewer

samples, BCC and FCC reconstruct ed data result in images t ha t exhibit compara ble visual

quality to t heir CC count erparts.

Keywords: visual fidelity ; percep tu al quali ty; 3D regular sam pling and reconstruction ;

Cartesian Cubic (CC) lattice; Body Centered Cubic (BCe) lattice; Face Centered Cubic

(FCC) lat t ice

Subject Terms: pat tern perception; three-dimensional display systems; Fourier analysis

data processing; image processing; visualizat ion data processing; computer graphics
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Chapter 1

Intro duct ion

1.1 Motivation

It is of practical int erest to devise sampling schemes that satisfy the requirement of generic

sam pling applications. A generic sampling application dem an ds good overall performance

from t he chosen sa mpling scheme on a wide variety of input signals. Overall perform an ce

may be measured based on the amoun t of informatio n capt ured given a fixed sampling rat e.

When combined wit h recon struction filters, performance could also be measured in terms

of numerica l accuracy, computational cost of reconstruct ion , or perceptual qu ality.

Given an arb itr ary input signa l, it is equa lly likely t hat it possesses det ailed information

here or there. If we had explicit knowledge of the locations of t hese details, we could th en

cast samples irregularly and adaptively. T his way, more samples are used to capt ure det ailed

inform ati on and fewer samp les are used to capt ure homogeneous regions [1] . However in

practice, we do not have knowledge of where details are to be foun d, in which case irregularly

spaced samples could capture some details with great precision, but miss others completely.

Therefore in practice, given a large pool of input signa ls, it is best to select a sa mpling

scheme where the samples are spaced ap art at regular intervals. Regularly spaced samples

are well positioned to capture de tailed information here and there. Even if t he samples fail

to capture some detail in its enti re ty, th ey are likely to have captured some of it .

Many devices can be considered generic sampling applications . As an exam ple in 2D,

when a scanner scans docu ments, the scanner is the generic samplin g device and t he docu

ments are the inpu t signals. As an example in 3D, when th e Magnetic Resonan ce Imaging

(MRI) machine sca ns patients, th e machine is the generic sampling device and t he mater ial

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

densities of pati ent tissues are the input sign als. It is not a coincidence that both examples

desc ribe devices t ha t produce images for visual consumptio n; in today's world, there is an

omnipresence of generic sampling devices th at output images for visual perception. In the

rest of t.his section, we focus our discussion on 3D visualization research- a fast growin g

field that employs generic sampling.

Visualizat ion can be succinctly defined as making seen the unseen [27]. For example, a set

of discret e, sa mpled points hardly convey much visual mean ing. However, by reconstructing

the sampled data into a cont inuous signal and then passing it thro ugh a rend ering pipeline,

the 'Unseen signal capture d by the sampled points becomes seen. In visua lization applica tions

involving discrete sa mpled data, th ere is typi cally no knowledge about th e signal to be

sampled . T herefore, generic sampling schemes serve visu alization research by ensuring good

overall performan ce in information cap ture. As more and more scientist s rely on insights

unveiled by visualization and rendering applications, investigating the perceptual quality of

generic sampling and reconstruction schemes becomes parti cularly valuable.

One of the primary goals in visualization resear ch is to ach ieve high insual fidelity in the

images rendered . In the context of this th esis, visual fidelity can be defined as the degree

of perceiucd resemblanc e between images of a pair of signals-the signal reconstructed from

some sampled data, an d t he original signa l t hat was samp led . To achieve high visual fidelity,

visua lization resear chers aim to reconstruct sampled dat a. so that images of the reconst ructed

signa ls closely resembl e images of the original signa l. Since only finite sampling resolutions

can be acco mmodated, this motivates the questi on of how best to space out a fixed number

of samples in a regular fashion in order to achieve the highest level of visual fidelity in th e

images produced .

In 3D visualiza tion, the Cartesian Cu bic (CC) lattice has been th e tr adi tional choice for

regular sampling and reconstruction. The populari ty of CC sampling and reconstruction

can be exp lained by the separability property of the CC lattice. Based on this separability

proper ty, n-di mensional Cartesian reconstructi on filters can be const ructed by taking th e

tensor product of its 1D counterparts [14]. This simplicity means that univariate sampling

th eory is easily applicable to 3D sampling and reconstruction on th e CC lattice. In turn,

visualization researchers can make use of the wealth of tools developed from univariate

sampling theory to improve the visu al quality of :3D renderings .

Furt hermore, t here is an assumption th at separable reconst ruction filters are more d

ficient computationally compared to non-separabl e filters . This ass umpt ion appears to be
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common in t he visua lization comm unity, where high vis ual fidelity and interactive frame

rates in :3D ren dering applications have long been competing goals. With th is assumption ,

one might conclude t hat non-separ able reconstru ct ion would either reduce frame rates at

a fixed image quality, or reduce image quality at a fixed fram e rate. It is und erstandable

then, that visualization researc hers have been slow to explore regularly sampled :~D data

using non-separable reconstruct ion filters. In t his thesis, two non-separable reconstruction

filt ers are examined for th e Body Centered Cubic (BCC) lattice and the Face Centered Cu

bic (FCC) lattice, respectively, and compared to a commonly used separable reconstruct ion

filter for the CC lat tice.

For regular sampling of 3D signals, the BCC an d FCC lat t ices possess at tractive t heo

re tical advantages over th e popu lar CC lat tice. Although all t hree lattices prov ide a reg ular

sampling of 3D spac e, compared to the CC lattice, it takes t he BCC and FCC lattices

significantly fewer samples to capt ure th e same amount of inform at ion cont ained in a sig

nal. W hile the BC C latt ice has proven to be optimal for regular sampling in an isotropic,

bandlimited sett ing [44]' th e FCC lattice has been shown to be t he lat tice of choice when

sampling in the presence of aliasing [30]. T he concept of aliasing is expla ined in Figure 1.2.

Recently, the th eoret ical adva ntages of BCC and FCC sampling have led to pract ical

algorithms that include high quality reconst ru ction filter s adapted to the BCC and FCC

lat tices [19, 18], as well as efficient impl ementations of DCC filters that are computationally

twice as fast as t heir CC counterparts [21]. T hese mathematical and algor it hmic results set

th e stage for advocating BCC an d FCC based sampling , reconstruction, and processing of

volumetric data for visualization .

Even though these BCC and FCC reconstr uction filter s have been the subject of accuracy

comparisons against CC reconstructio n filters, it is important to point out that exist ing ar

guments have been made on the theoret ical basis of asymptotic error behav ior-the standard

numerical ana lysis reasoning. However , our goa l in visualization and rend eri ng ap plicat ions

is to produce images for per cept ual consumption. Num erical reaso ning is insu fficient for

this t ask, and a perceptual evaluat ion of th e effect iveness of CC , BCC, and FCC lattices in

sampling and reconst ruct ion is required.

Motivated by t he goal of high visua l fidelity in visua liza tion resea rch, we chose high

quality reconstruction filt ers for t he CC , BCC, and FCC lattices in devising a perceptual

study. W it h 24 users par t icipatin g in the study, we show that sampling and reconst ruction

on th e BCC/FCC lattices can produce visually compara ble images using ab out two thirds
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of the samples required for CC sampling and reconstruction.

Combined with t he comput ational efficiency of the chosen BCC and FCC reconstruction

filters, several consequences of pr actical import ance ari se. Where sampling is expensive, the

reduct ion in samples leads to significant cost savings without compromising th e perceived

quality of the capt ured data . 'Where a sampling device is a scarce resource, the 'wait ing

ti me for the device can be reduced proportionate to the amount of samples saved. Finally,

where perceived qu ality of the capt ured data is of pri mary concern given a fixed number of

samples , one can expect BC C and FCC lattices to significantly outperform t he CC lattice

in sam pling and reconstruction .

In the remainder of this chapt er, we first review relevant sampling theory. Then we

int roduce t he formal definition of lattice and t he concep t of dual lattices. Employing the

concept of dual lattices, we go on to consider how well th e CC, BCC, and FCC lat t ices

capture informat ion in a general sampling set t ing . Afterwards , we pr esent a discussion on

practical reconstructi on filt ers . F inally, we formally pose our research question and state

our contributions .

1.2 Sampling T heory

In thi s section we review relevant sa mpling th eory in the univari ate and multivariate sett ings .

A comprehensive int roduction to un ivariate sampling theory can be found in bo oks by

Op penheim et al. [42, 4:3] and Br acewell [5] . It s counterpart in mult idimensions can be found

in Dudgeon and Mersereau [14] and Vaidyan athan [56]. P lease find a list ing of notations

used in this section in Tab le 1.1.

vVe start our review by doc umenting forward and inverse Four ier t ransforms and th eir

ap plica t ion in regul ar sampling . We then describe why regular sampling in the spatial

dom ain results in repli cation in th e frequ ency dom ain . The concept of rep licat ion enables

us to descr ibe the uncertainty princip le, which in t urn leads us to a discussion on ideal

reconst ruction. F inally, we relate ideal reconstruction to upsampling, which is discussed in

conjunction with clownsampling.

1.2.1 Fo urier Transforms and Regular Sam p ling

In th e univariate setting, t he Fourier transform j of a sign al, or function f is defined as

follows, where f , j : 1R --7 C [fi 1, 5, 4:3] :
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Not ation Meaning

j(t ) Fourier transform of cont inuous signal f

j[t] Discrete Fourier transform of sampled signal f

f f---+ j Fourier t ransform pair

!I *!2 Convolu tion

IR The set of rea l numbers

C The set of complex numbers

e Natural exponent ial

i i2 = - 1

v Vector in IRn

v ·w Dot product of two vectors

0 Dirac delta function

M - 1 Inverse of matrix M

M - T Inverse transpose of matrix M

[det MI Absolute value of the dete rminant of matrix ]\,11

Table 1.1: Mathemat ical notations and th eir meanin gs.

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

j(s) = [" f(x)e - i21f8X dx
.f'B.

T he inverse Fourier transform is defined similarly:

6

j(x) = [" j(s)ei21fsx ds
.f IR

In rnultidimensions, th e Fourier t ransform is de fined analogous to the un ivar iat e setting,

where I, j : IRn --> [61, 14, 56]:

j(s) = '~1l j(x)e -i21fSX dx

Accordin gly, the multidimensional inverse Fourier transform is defined as:

f (x ) = [" j( s)ei2
11"S X ds

.f'B."
The above equations describe the forward and inverse Fourier transforms for conti nuous

signals. However , in regu lar sampling and reconstruct ion, we work with discret e data.

Therefore, we do cument the analogous forwa rd and inverse Fourier transforms for discrete

data.

In t he univari ate setting, the discrete Fourier t ransform is defined as follows, where j [k]

and j[n] are N x 1 vectors [60, 42]:

N - l

j [k] = L j[n] ·- i21fkn/N
n=O

The inverse discrete Fourier transform is defined similarly:

N -l

j [n] = ~ L j [k]ei21fkn/N
n =O

A couple of additional definitions are due before the mult idimensional discrete Fourier

t ransform can be presented . Define R to be t he region of suppo rt of an m-dimensional

discret e data , where n i are the elements of n , and where the i th dim ension has size Ns:
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R = {n : 0 ~ n i ~ N, - 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , m}

7

For 2D discrete data, R can be regarded as th e 2D pixel locat ions of a Cartes ian sampled

image . For 3D discrete dat a, R can be regarded as t he ;3D locations of the sample po ints on

a CC lattice. For an m-dimensional discrete data, let us define N to be a diagonal matrix

whose main diagonal consists of N 1, N2, . . . , Nm :

o

N=

o

Then, the rn-dimensio nal discrete Fourier t ransform can be defined as [14, 60, 56]:

j[k] = L f[n] e-i2nk (N -ln)

n ER

Accordingly, the multidimensional inverse discrete Fourier tr ansform is defined as :

f [n] = 1 L j[kJei2nk (N-In)
Idet N I

kER

In this thesis, when we com pu te discrete Fouri er transforms of 3D sampled dat a, the

und erlying equ ations are equivalent to th e ones documented above. vVe used the ,fftw im

plementation in Matlab to compute forwar d and inverse discrete Fourier t ra nsforms. Docu

mentation on fft w can be found at www.fftw.org.

To draw the connection be tween f in the continuous case and th e discret e case, we turn

to the com b function , or ill. ill can be described as a series of regul arly spaced spikes.

The left. image in Figure 1.1 illustrates III in 1D; higher dimensional III functions can be

plo tted analogously. Regular sampling, or discretization of some continuous signal f , can be

mathematically modeled as multiplying f wit h some properly scaled III (F igure 1.1, right

ima ge).

In the univar ia te sett ing, ill is defined below, where T is a non- zero scalar const.ant:
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illT(X) = L o(x - Tk)
kEZ

In mul tid imensions, ill is sim ilarly defined given M , an n x n invertible matrix:

illM(x ) = L o(x - Mk )
kE Z"

8

T he Fourier transform of III is anot he r comb fun ction [6]. The univariate and multi

variate settings are described below, respectively:

, 1
nr- = T- IIl:;",

T

(1.1)

1.2.2 Replication and the Uncertainty Principle

The preceding nota tions an d definitions enable us to dis cuss the phenomenon of replication

in regul ar sampling . Sin ce multiplication in t he spatia l dom ain is equiva lent to convolut ion

in the frequency domain [4:3, 14]' reg u lar sampling of f by III can be equivalently described

as convolving j wit h ill . Accordingly, express ions for reg ula r sampling are documented

below for the uni variate an d multivariate set t ings, respectively:

, ,1 '
lIlT.!' <---7 lIlT * f = - 1I1 21T * fT '}'

, , 1 '
IIIMf <---7 IIIM * f = IdetM,1Il27T M - T * f

Convolv ing ill with j produces repli cas of j cente red at the sp ikes of ill [6]. Vary ing

the scaling of III will reciprocally affect the scaling of ill. Therefore, varying the samp

ling distance in the spa t ia l domain will reciprocally a ffect t he dist an ce between re plicas

of j in the frequency domain. This reciprocal ph enomenon is kn own as the un certainty

principle (F igure 1.2).
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f (x) f (x)

- 1.0

- 0.5
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Figure 1.1: Left: the comb, or III in 1D. As can be seen, it s plot ca n be described as a
series of regularly spaced spikes. Right: regular sampling of a signal can be mathematically
modeled as mu ltiplying a properly scaled III with t he signal.

f(r:) j (x) f (x)

T T

T 2T

T T

Op timal Sampling

-2T -T 0

J(s)

..-J.---...L--'----'-- ---'-+ x

.------<--'----'----... s
- 4Jt - 2rt 0 2rt 4rt

-4T -2T 0 2T

/(s)

)
s

-2rt 0 2rt

T T

Oversampiing

T

T T

o
/(s)

T

Undersarnpling

-T

T

-'-----'----- - ---'... x

_-----'--..1..-...''-----+ S
- 8rt - 4rt 0 4rt 8rt

F igure 1.2: Illustration of t he unc ert ainty principle in the univariate setting. Top row:
regul ar sampling in the spat ial domain. Bot tom row : replicas of t he signal spect ru m in the
frequency domain . Left column: undcrsam pling causes aliasing, or overlapping of replicas,
making it impossible to recover the origin al signal. Midd le column: oversampling avoids
aliasin g but. cas ts unnecessary samples. Right column: optimal sampling avoids aliasing
with th e minimum number of samples.
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Figure 1.:3: P erfect, or ideal reconstruction of a bandlimi ted sign al wh ose spec t rum in the
freq uency dom ain is replicated due to regular sampling in the spatia l dom ain . To recover
t he original signal, we multiply a box filter as shown in the freq uency domain . T he box filter
di mini sh es all replicas and recovers the main spectrum, which correspo nds t o the original
signal.

1.2.3 Ideal Reconstruction, Upsampling, and Downsampling

Suppose that with reg ular sa mpling , t he enti re spectrum of a signal is capt u red without

aliasi ng. Then according to the satnplinq th eorem , or the Cardinal Theorem of In terpolaiion

Th eoru, the origina l signal ca n be perfectly reconst ructed from the sampled data [57, 49, 44].

In t his case, a box filter can be dev ised in the frequ ency dom ain to recover the original signal.

The box filter has a value of 1 in t he suppor t of t he main spect rum, and a every where

else . T herefore , multiplying t he box filter to the replicas recovers the main spectrum , or the

spectru m of the original signal. As Fi gure 1.3 illust rates, the box multi plier in th e frequen cy

dom ain is referred to as an ideal recons truction filter.

Sup pose tha t a discrete dataset has capt ured t he enti re spectrum of a signal, th en ideal

upsampling, or reconst ru cti on of the data can be achieved by zero pad ding the discret e

Fouri er transform of t he dataset . This result is someti mes referred t o as period ic int erpola

ti on, or t he zero padding theorem [50, 2]. In real worl d sampling , it is rarely the case th at

a discrete dataset captures the entire signal spectrum . When the spectrum is not ent irely

ca ptured , there is no way to recover it in its entirety. In this case, zero padding in t he

frequency domain-or periodic interpolation-provides upsampling [42], rather than ideal
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upsampling.

W hereas upsampling increases th e sampling rate of a discret e dataset , downsam pling

decreases its sampling ra te [42]. Downsampling by an inte ger factor m. is achieved by

keeping every m th sample point in the dataset. Rati onal downsampling, or downsampling

by a rat iona l fraction nf m, is achieved by first upsarnpling by a facto r of n, and then

downsarnpling by an integer factor of tn:

1.3 Regular Sampling Schemes

An n-dimension al latt ice is a discret e subgroup of lR.n under addition . Every lat tice can be

generated from linear combinations of a set of basis vect ors [48]. Given a point in the lattice,

its Vom noi cell consist s of all points in lR.n th at are closest to th e lat t ice point . Because

the Voronoi cell of every lattice point has t he same sha pe , it is unambiguous to refer to it

as being t he Voronoi cell of the lattice [9]. Accord ingly, an n-dimensional la t tice may be

described as a regular t iling of n-dimensional space by its Voronoi cell.

T he regular tiling concept makes some latt ices suit ab le for regul ar sampling. In this

th esis, we investigate three la ttices that have been employed for regular sampling in 3D.

T hey are: the Cartesian Cubic (CC) latt ice, the B ody Centered Cubic (BCC) lattice, and

th e Face Centered Cubic (FCC) latt ice.

T he CC lattice has been t rad itionally popul ar in 3D regular sampling. T herefore , it

serves our underst an din g to first describe the BCC and FCC latti ces in terms of t he CC

latti ce. Figure 1.41 shows how BCC and FC C lat t ices can be constructed from the CC

lat t ice. From an alternative point of view, the BCC lat t ice can be constructed by adding

an add it ional point to the center of each cubi c cell formed by eight neighboring points on

t he CC lat t ice- and thus t he name B ody Centered. The FCC lattice can be const ructed by

adding addit iona l la ttice poin ts to t he faces of each CC cubic cell-and thus the name Face

Centered.

More rigorously, the CC , BCC, and FCC lat tices can be described by linear combinat ions

of a set of basis vectors. Such a set of basis vectors, when put together as columns of a

matrix , is referred to as a generating matrix. Genera ti ng matrices are not unique. One set

I By kind per miss ion of t he E urogr ap hics Association. T he images in t his figure are ad opted from F igure 1
of [20], © Eurographics Associat ion 2006.
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F igur e 1.4: Left to right : ee, Be e , and Fee lattices, respectively. T he Bee lattice can
be const ructed from a ee lattice by select ing overy fourth lattice point ; the selected lattice
points have coordinates of the same parity. T he FCC lattice can be constructed from a CC
lattice by selecting every second lat ti ce point ; each selected lat ti ce point has coordinates
whose sum is even in parity. The images in this figure have been adopted from [20].

of generating matrices for CC , BCe , and FCC lattices , respectively, are list ed below:

M ee=

1

-1

-1

-1

1

-1

- 1 1-1

1

, Mec o > (1.2)

Sinc e M ee, Mnac , and Mvc c are invert ible, they can be used wit hin Equation 1.1

on page 8. Equation 1.1 te lls us that if the sp ikes of IllM are positioned on the la ttice

poi nts generated by M , then t he sp ikes of riIM are positioned on a lat t ice generated by

M - T up to const ant scaling differences. Since lllM and riIM are a dual Fourier pai r, t his

gives rise to t he notion of dual lattice s; that is, latt ices gene rated by M and M-T are du al

la t tices. In the langu age of reg ular sampling, t his means that if we sample a signal on a

lattice generated by 1\11 , then the sp ect rum replicas will be centered on a lat tic e generat ed

by M - T up to constant scaling differences.

As can be seen in Equation 1.2, M e e = M ee- T . T herefore, the CC lat t ice is self-d ual

up to constant scaling differences . In a simi lar fas hion it can be seen that BCC and FCC

are du al la tti ces up to cons t ant scal ing differences. This not ion of du ali ty will facilit a te

discussion in the next sect ion, where we analyze th e ab ilit ies of ce, De C, and FCC lattices

to capt ure infor mation in a general sampling setting.
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1.4 3D Regular Sampling

Op timal regul ar sa mpling can be defined as cast ing the least number of regularl y spaced

samples to capture the ent ire spectrum of a bandl imited sign al. As an illust ra tion, th e right

column in Figure 1.2 illustrates op t imal regular samp ling in 1D.

When discussing the relative merits of sampling on different latti ces, cer tain genera l con

ditions are implied : we assume that t he signal sam pled has an isot ropi c low-pass spect rum.

The isot ropy assum ption implies that the underlyin g data has imp ortant information in all

di rections. The low-pass assumpt ion means that t he signal bein g sampled is bandlimited.

These are reasonable assumptions when there is no additional knowledge about the signal

to be sampled, which is ty pically th e case for visualiza tion and rend ering applica tions.

In 3D, th e support of an isotropic bandlimited spect rum is a sphere in th e frequ ency

domain. Sinc e regu lar sa mpling in th e spat ial domain causes the spect rum to be rep lica ted

in a periodic pattern in the frequency domain, the pro blem of optimal regular sa mpl ing can

be solved by find ing an op timal regu lar packing arrangement of sp heres. In 3D, t he opti

mal regul ar packing problem asks for th e tigh test regu lar arra ngement of non- overlapping

spheres.

Pl acing spheres on an FCC lattice is optimal among regular packings [9]. Since the

packing of spherical spect rum rep licas occurs in th e frequency dom ain , the optimality of

FCC sphere packing means that th e BCC lat tice-dual to FCC-is opt imal for regular

sa mpling in t he spa t ial domain . As docum ented la ter in thi s section , t hough not quite

as efficient as FCC sphere packing, BCC sphere packing is non etheless significantl y more

efficient than CC sphere packing.

In the spatia l domain, thi s means that both BCC and FCC sampling are significant ly

superior in information capture when com pared to CC sampling given the isotropi c band

limi ted assumptio n . Even without t he assumpt ion of bandlirnitedn ess, Kiinsch et al. have

demonstrat.ed in a numerical setting that the BCC lattice is th e optimal sampling la ttice

given high sampling rates [31] .

To develop an und erst anding of how applicable t he isotropic band limited assum pt ion is

in prac t ice, let us consider the rela tionship between real world 3D regular sampling and the

sam pling scenarios corresponding to regular sphere packings. While regular sphere packing

demands capturing th e ent ire sp ect rum of the signa l, real wor ld regula r sa mpling often

dict ates captur ing nearly th e entire spect rum of th e signal to ensure t hat impor t an t details
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Figure 1.5: Illus tra tion of regular disk pack ing. Left : packing disks on a Cartesian lattice,
which has a square as Voronoi cell. R ight : packing disks on a hexagonal lat t ice, which has a
regular hexagon as Voronoi cell. The small black dots denote the un derlying lat tice points.
Clearly, th e hexagonal packing leaves loss space uncovered.

are not lost . The latter is especially true in visual ization applicat ions, where visua l fidelity

of details is often a prior ity.

Du e to the close relationship between real world regular sampling in 3D and t he sarnpling

scenarios corres ponding to regular sphere packings, our event ual goal in th is section is to

document CC, BC C, and FCC sphere packings and their relationship to 3D regular sampling.

It serves our underst and ing to first examine th e equivalent packing concept in 2D

t hat is, t he regul ar packing of 2D disks . Consider th e following lattices in 2D: the popular

Car tesian lat t ice and t he hexagon al latt ice. Both lattices are self-dual. T he former has

a squ are as Voronoi cell, whereas th e Vorono i cell of t he latter is a regular hexagon. As

Figure 1.5 illustrates, compared to Cartesian packing, hexagon al packing leaves significan tly

less space uncove red .

The amount of unconered space is rela ted to th e packing dcnsity, 'which measures the

amount of covered space. Because Voronoi cells provide a regu lar t iling of space, t he packing

density of an arrangement of disks can be expressed as the ratio of the areas of the disk

and the Voronoi cell of the und erlyin g latt ice. As Figure 1.6 illust rates, the ratio of the

packing densities of the Cartesian and hexagonal lattices is ~ 86.6%. In th e language of

regul ar sampling, the 2D disks can be considered as the spec t rum repli cas of an isot ropi c,

bandlirnited 2D signal. Given th e self- duality of Cartesian and hexagonal la tti ces, this

means th at hexagonal sampli ng can capture the same spec trum information without alias ing

with ~ 1:3.4% fewer samples rela t ive to Cartesian sampling.
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Figure 1.6: Disk pac king density can be expressed as the ratio of the areas of th e disk and
the Vorono i cell of t he lat ti ce underlying the disks as shown in Figure 1.5. Left: packing
density on the Cartesian lat t ice is ~. Right : packing density on the hex agonal lattice is
k . The rat io of the two packing densities is ::::: 0.8660.

Simil arly in 3D, sphere packing density is expressed as th e rat io of t he volumes of th e

sphere and the Voronoi cell of the latt ice underlying the sphere packing. T he ratio of sphere

packing densit ies on two differen t lat tices t hen describe t he relative ability of t he two lat t ices

to ca pt ure spect rum information given t he assu mption of isotropy and bandlimitedness .

As Tab le 1.2 shows , in the spatial dom ain, BCC sam pling CR,n capt ure the same signal

informat ion as CC sampling with 71% of the samples. Wh en FCC sam pling is compared

with CC sampling, that relative resolution becomes 77%.

1.5 Practical Reconstruction Filters

Much discussion so far has focused on sampling. However , our research concer ns visual

fidelity ; in any test for vis ual fidelity, it is not meaningfu l to compare the visual quality of

a set of discrete sam ple poi nts against that of its und erlying, continuous signal. For t he

percept ual comparison to be meaningful, it is necessary to reconstruct t he sampled data into

a continuous approximat ion of t he original signal.

In Chapter 1.2.3, we int rod uced the concept of ideal reconstruction. If a discrete dataset

has captu red the entire spec trum information of a signal , then ideal upsampling by periodic

int erpolation can perfect ly reconst ruct th e signal; in other words , ideal reconstruct ion can

recooer all of the captured information .

If we are ab le to employ ideal reconstruction, we could then exte nd the sampling re

sults from the prece ding sect ion perceptually. Working wit h t he same isotropic bandlimited
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN CC FCC BCC

Volume, In scribing Sphere 1 1 1

Volume, Voronoi Cell Vcc = .§. V - 6 V - 8
t: FCC - rr v'2 B CC - rr V3

Packing Densi ty Relat ive to CC V;cc: = 1 vu :(' ~ 70 71o/c ~ ~ 76 98o/cv ~ . 0 v ~ . l 'vee c e cc

SPATIAL DOMAIN CC BCC FCC

16

Table 1.2: Computations for the samp ling performances of BCC and FCC sampling relat ive
to CC sam pling given the assumption of isotropic bandlimitedn ess. Analogous to t he 2D
illustration in Figure 1.6, given inscribing sp her es of t he same size, volumes of circumscrib ing
Voronoi cells are determin ed for CC, BCC, and FCC. As th e second to last row shows,
it takes the BCC latti ce 71% of samples relative to the CC lattice to cap ture the sa me
information . When FCC is comp ared wit h CC, t hat relati ve resolut ion becomes 77%. T he
derivations in this tabl e are adopt ed from [ f) ~J and Tabl e A.l of [1~1 ·
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assumpt ion in the preceding sect ion, with ideal reconstruction, BC C (FCC) sampled dat a

can achieve the same visual fidelit y at a sampling resolution of 71% (77%) of th at of CC

sampled data. In this case, becau se the ent ire spectrum is assumed to be capt ure d, and

furthermore recovered upon reconstruct ion, all three reconstructed signals would have per

fect visual fidelity. However for reasons set out below, ideal reconstruction is not used in

practice.

In th e frequ ency dom ain , ideal reco nst ructio n by periodic interpolation has been success

fully adopted to volume rendering by Artner et al. [2]. However , thi s periodi c interpolation

based rend ering applica t ion has significant drawb acks. First, it is complicated to imple

ment ; t he rend erin g applicat ion embodies a complex pipeline of processing steps including

shearing, forward and inverse discrete Four ier transforms, and warping. Second and perh aps

more important ly, due to th e involvement of forward and inverse Fouri er transforms, the

method cannot take advantage of t he parallelization abilities of modern graphics hardware.

For those re(1,SOn5, frequency domain based ideal reconstruction is deemed uncompetitive in

th e arena of volumetric rend ering and visualization.

In the spat ial dom ain, ideal reconstruction of a sampled signal is equivalent to con

volving a properly scaled sine fun ction wit h t he given samples [42, 56]. The given samples

in the input data are assumed to have capt ured the central period of some und erlying,

periodic signal. Therefore to apply sine reconstruction , the sampled data need to be repli

cated periodically. Unfort unately, the sine function has an unbounded suppo rt . Therefore ,

convolut ion with th e sine reconstruct ion filter requires an infini te number of terms to be

int egr ated ju st. t.o recover one signa l value.

Cyclic convolution by a properly scaled periodic sine is equ ivalen t. to convolut ion by th e

sine as just described [51]. The periodic sine has t.he same suppor t as t he sampled data,

and takes finite time to reconstruct. a signal value. Still, t.he entire dataset. needs to be

processed before a single fun ction value can be determined. This make's ideal reconstruction

in the spat ial domain uncompetitive in computational efficiency. In favor of computational

efficiency, reconstruction filt ers with finite spat ial support are used in practi ce.

There is a third , and qui te important reason why ideal reconst ruct ion is not used even if

it. were available: th e bandlimited ass umption required for ideal reconstruction is typ ically

not met in pr acti ce. The violat ion of t his assumption lead s to und esirabl e visua l artefacts

and often ti mes, non-ideal filters provide higher quality reconstruction [55].

In thi s thesis, we investigate th e visual fidelit y of t hree reconstruct ion filt.ers with finite
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spatial support. These filters provide convolution based reconstruction on the CC, BCC,

an d FCC lattices, respectively. Convolut ion based reconstruction can be regarded as sliding

a "stamp" across the sampled data in devising a continuous signal based on th e discret e

data . An introduction to convolution based reconstruction techniques can be found in

Glassner [26] .

1.6 Research Question

Because our perceptual investigation involves non-ideal reconstruction filters, the sampling

results from Ch apter 1.4 only provide limited insight on th e possible outcome of th e inves

t iga t ion. Non- ideal recon struction filters by defini t ion do not recover all the information

ca pt ured by a samp led dataset . To capture a signal, the BCC (FCC ) lattice might. only need

71% (77%) of th e samples needed by t he CC lattice. However , by applying different non

ideal reconstruction filters, different. amounts of t he capt ure d information will be recovered .

If different amounts of information ar e recovered, the 71% and 77% will also cha nge when

we analyze the aggregate percep tu al effect s of sampling and reconstruction.

Furth er lim iting the usefulness of the sampling results is the restrictive condition of

isot ropy and bandlirnitedness. In the real world , few signals are both isotropic and band

limited. Given a real world signal, it is ent irely possi ble that extra sample points are needed

on one lattice in order to capture the same amo unt of information as on th e other la ttices .

Therefore, it is not a trivial matter to det erm ine the relative perceptual performances of

th e chosen non-ideal reconstru ction filters in conjunction with CC , BCC, and FCC samp

ling. In th e absence of an existi ng met ric to answer this question of relative perceptu al

pe rformances (Cha pter 2) , we resort to conduct ing a perceptual user study.

Basic percep t ion research typi cally restricts user studies to simple, st ruct ured st imuli

in 2D images. In cont ras t , 3D samp led data are required to und ergo a complex volume

rendering pipel ine before they are ready for visual consumption on conventional 2D display

devices such as computer mon itors. The volume rendering pipeline includes component s

such as reconstruction filter, transfer fun ction, gradient computation, lighting and illumi

nati on, came ra location, projection from 3D space to th e 2D image plane, and oth er effects

dep end ing on the particular volume rend erin g process chosen [45, 38, 33]. All these compo

nents may influence the image quali ty. Ideally, their effects should be mod eled mathemati

cally and ana lyzed in a rigorous mann er . However, no one has been able to provide such a
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com prehensive mod el of t he volume rende ring process .

Furthermore, it is extremely difficu lt to invest igate the percept ual effects of the afore

mentioned parameters of the volu me render ing process. Varying these parameters would

lead to a high d imensional parameter st udy that is infeasi ble . Therefor e, we restrict our

stu dy to a sub- region of th is parameter space, and the qu est ion we are trying to answer

in this thesis is: "Given a selecti on of high qu ali ty reconst ru ct ion filters , at what sampling

resolut ions will BCC and FCC sampled data exhibit comp ar able visual fidelity relat ive to

CC sa mpled data for a hum an observer , provided we hold fixed t he camera views, lighting

and illumina tion , gradient com putation , t ransfer func t. ions , and rendering pipeline?"

1. 7 Contributions

The main contribut ion of this thesis is t he 24- user perceptua l study that invest iga te s the

relat ive percep tual merits of CC, BCC, and FCC sa mpling and reco nstruction. For both

sy nthetic and CT data, wit h a selection of high quality reconstruction filters , BCC/ F Ce

sampling and reconstruction achieve compara ble visual fidelity relat ive to CC sampling and

reconst ruction , using approximately 30 - 35% fewer samples .

Fo r bot h the sy nthetic an d CT data, given our selection of reconstruction filters , we

report the strong connection between L2 errors and vis ual fidelity. We conj ectur e that this

connect ion a lso applies to other real world dat.asets, an d so use it as a gui deline to formulate

perceptual ex pect at ions for a number of ad d itional real world signals sampled on t he CC,

BCC, and FCC la ttices. After that , we examine three likely sources of secondary effects :

the dow nsam pling pip eline, choice of sampling resolut ions, and signal select ion.

P ar ts of this thes is, includ ing th e user experiment that com pares BCC images to CC

images, have been publi shed at Graphics In ter face 2007 [39]. Since the paper pub lication

is a collective effort between mu lt iple authors , it. is cus t omary to sep ara te my personal

cont ribut ions from those of the co- aut hors.

I or iginated the idea of cond ucting a perceptu al st udy on t he visual fideli ty of CC,

BCC, and FCC sampling and reconst ruction. The experiment task design ste mmed from

my proposal to compare a set of renderings of BC e datasets of varying sam pling resolu tions

against a fixed CC ren dering. A volumetric raycasting pipeline was chosen for rendering the

sampled data-this ray casting pipe line prev iously accommodated on ly ec sampled data ,

and I had extended it to accommodate BCe and FCC sampled data.
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In my proposal , a protocol for user data analysis was described; that protocol was

employed and expanded upon in the actual USCI' data analysis. Next, I impl emented a

sam pling tool for the synthet ic signa l investi gated in our visua l fidelity st udy, and devise d

appro priate t ran sfer functions and camera views for th e datasets sampled from t he synt het ic

signal. After that , I implemented the £ 2 pipeline that is used to relate numerical erro rs to

visual fidelit y of 3D sampled data. Finally, given our selectio n of reconstruct ion filters , I

investigated three likely sources of confounding effects.

From the co- authors, Arthur E. Kirkpatrick, Dani el Weiskopf, and Torsten Moller helped

refine the user study protocol. Alireza Entczuri provided the original impl ementati on of

t he downsam pling pipeline for t he non-synt heti c signal investi gated in our visual fidelity

experiments. Alireza, Dani el, and Arthur devised a suitable t ran sfer function to visu alize

datasets downsampled from t he non-syn th et ic signa l. Benj amin Smith implemented the

J ava applicat ion for the image discrimination task as well as a pipeline that automated th e

genera t ion of plots that illustrate our user data an alys is. Leila Kalantari and Benjamin

administ ered th e user experiments. Finally, Arthur and Benjamin refined th e pro tocol for

user data analysis .

In the following chapters, we first review related work on visual perception . T hen the

visual fidelit y experiments are described. Afterwards, st udy results are presented , and £ 2

erro rs are related to visual fidelity for the sa mpled data invest igated . Next, three pote ntial

sources of secondary effect s are examined . Finally, a list of caveats are documenteel before

t he th esis concludes.
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Related Work on Visual Perception

A general discussion of hum an factors in visualization can be found in [54]. In line with calls

to extend visualization to perceptualizat ion [15] , human perceptual factors have often been

considered to improve visualization methods. For example, numerous pap ers exploit the

principle of contrast sensitivity funct ions [35] in perceptual error metrics [10,34] . Similarly,

spat ial frequ ency response and mas king can be used for efficient rend ering [4]. Realistic

image synthesis methods can be guided by perceptually based metrics [46]. Rend ering

par ameters can be set acco rding to image metrics [24]. Finally, th e display of a nimated

scenes can benefit from perception based acce leration [41] .

There are severa l user studies th at evalua te var ious perceptual aspects in visualiza t ion .

In [21:\], a perceptual st udy was conducted to examine the effectiveness of textures in convey

ing depth and shape information of transparent 3D surfaces. In [3], a user stu dy validat ed

a set of proposed guidelines for gene rat ing texture patterns to improve depth and feat ure

discrimination on multiple sur face layers in 3D. In [32], the perceptual merits of six 2D vec

tor field visualization methods were compared in a user study where participants completed

tasks such as locating critical points in a vecto r field. In [52], a user study demonstrat ed that

parallel plane textures, when seen from certain viewing directions , improve t he perception

of surface shape. However , these previous works do not directly investigate t he perceptu al

image quality relatin g to data reconst ruction in the und erly ing rend erin g pipeline.

On t he ot her hand , the idea of validat ing reconstruction and rend ering algorit hms via a

user study is not new. Most relevan t to t his thesis is th e work by Mitchell and Net ravali [40],

who st udied th e perceptual effects of a class of C 1 and C 2 continuous, norm alized cubic re

const ruc t ion filters for images of 2D sampled da ta . In a perceptual study, 9 expert users

21
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Figure 2.1: Middle: image of tr uth signal. Left /righ t: images of reconstructed signa ls th at
contain roughly t he same num erical L 2 errors. Clearly, the left image exhibits superior
visual fidelit y. The sampled data und erlying each image is obtained by directly sampling
the truth signal. T he CC seven dir ecti onal box spline filter [18] is used in tho left image.
The CC tri cubic: B'-spline reconstruction filter is used in th e right image. Bot h filters have
the same conti nuity and approxima ti on power.

classified reconstructed images by way of image matching. Four example images were shown,

which respectively exhibited the effects of blurring, anisotropy, ringing, and sa t isfactory per

ceptual quality. The experts were then shown images generated with different reconst ruction

filters. For each of these images, th ey were asked to match it to the closest sample image,

thereby classifying the underlying reconstruction filter under one of th e four categories of

perceptual quality. The study demonst rates that numerically similar reconstruction filters

exhibit a wide range of perceptual effects .

By ex tension of th eir result for 2D samp led data, in genera l, for 3D sampled data we

cannot pred ict the degree of visual comparability of rendered images given num erically sim

ilar reconstruction filters. Images rendered from reconstructed data with similar nu merical

properties could have significant ly different visual qualities (F igure 2.1). Therefore, regard

less of our knowledge of the numerical error behavior of reconstruction filters for t he CC,

BCC, and FC C lattices, questions of percept ual meri ts sti ll need to be investi gated.

Given our research quest ion , we considered adopting an existing 2D perceptual image

metric to answer our research quest ion . Percep tu al metrics for 2D images typically gauge

the blurriness, sharpness , ringiness, or relat ed characteristi cs of images. In particular , t he

blurriness metric recently developed by Marziliano et al. [:37] seemed to have the potential

to answer our research questi on. Marziliano et al. 's blur metric connects average edge

width to perceptual blurriness. In our prelimin ary analysis, the problem of determining
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comparable visua l fidelity is re lated to gauging the amo unt of det ails in two images. We

further cont emplated that the amount of details could be measured by a blurriness metri c.

However , this t urn ed out not to be the case-visua l quality of 3D renderings cannot

be measured by t he amount of detail alone . For a 3D signal , as the sampling resolut ion

decreases, sharp feat ur es begin to disintegr ate int o t iny pieces upon reconst ru ct ion. T his

results in an increase in detail according to Marziliano et al, 's metric, when in fact visual

quality has degrad ed .

For a metric to be applicable to our resear ch quest ion , it must be ab le to discern good

det ails from bad det ails. However , in t he field of visu aliza tion, it is often a difficult and

discretionary task to distingui sh good details fro m bad details. Moreover , the use of different

sampling lattices and different reconstru cti on filter s , and the ens uing projection from 3D

space to the 2D image plane complicate t he judgm en t pro cess.

Perhaps more impor t antly, existing visu al d ifference predictors such as proposed by [37,

24, 10, ~14] me as ure t he degree of visual similarity, not the degree of visu al comparability. An

image pair could be clear ly dissimilar in differ ent regions and yet overall , exhibit comparable

visual fidelity. T his is the norm rather t han t he except ion in our perceptual st udy when

comparable visual fi.d elity is exhibite d by pairs of images. To our best knowledge, there is

no exist ing visual quality metric- in 2D or 3D- t hat could answer our research quest ion

concern ing comparable visua l fidelity while accommo dat ing t he aforementioned problems.

In the absence of an im age quality met ric, a user st udy becomes the nat ur a l choice in

our investigation of percept ual merits. To ass ist in the modeling of the LIseI' st udy as well

as the ensuing data analysis , we considered adopt ing a common protocol from the field of

psychophys ics , which is close ly related to the st udy of perceptual effects. A common proto

col of psychophysical research is the use of psychometric functions to model an observer 's

performance in stimulus- res ponse experiment s [58, 59].

While this approach was conside red for our work , typical ass umpt ions of psychophysics

cannot be met . Unlike conti nuous measures of response intensity in psychophysics, our mea

sure of user resp onse-in the form of image prefe rence -is discret e. Furt her , th e s timulus of

interest-s-p erceived image quality - is an amalga m of many sub- st imuli including curvature,

symmetry, connect ivity, and color; such a scenario is unusual in the psycho physics literature

which tends to consider an isolated st im ulus. T herefore, while our perceptua l study employs

the bas ic idea of a psychophys ics exper iment - object ive measure of perceptual response to a

s t imulus-s-our method of analysis dep arts from the literature and is adap ted to our specific:
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research problem.
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Chapter 3

V isual Fidelity Experiments

We conducted 2 image matching experiments , each with 12 par ticipants. T he first experi

ment compared e e images wit h BCC images, while the second compared CC images with

FCC images. The CC lattice is chosen as the basis for comparison in both exp eriments due

to its popularity in regular sampling and reconstruction. The goal of th e experiments is to

det ermine th e relat ive sampling resolu tions at which human observers find BCe and FCC

images comparable to CC images. In each experiment , we examined both a synt het ic and

a real world signal.

In this chapter, we first outline reasons behind our filter select ion and provide th e vital

stat istics of the chosen reconst ruct ion filt ers. Then , we document our experiment signal se

lecti on. We go on to describ e t he experiment software and report, the experiment task. Afte r

that , we describe th e downsampling pipeline used to sam ple the real world signa l. Sam pling

resolu t ions and camera views chosen for t he experiments are presented next . We t hen dis

cuss how the rayc asti ng rendering pip eline is employed to genera te our exp eriment images.

Exp eriment setup, participant selection , and experiment administ rat ion arc record ed next .

Fi nally, we conclude t he chapter by discussing the expecte d outcomes of our experiments .

3.1 Reconst ruct ion Filter Selection

In the visualization community, two reconstr uct ion filters have bee n particularly popular,

both for the CC lattice. Since this thesis invest iga tes the visual fidelity of 3D reconstruction

filters, it is natural to select one of t hem as t he basis of compa rison. The first is the t rilinear

25
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Tr ilinear Interpolat ion Truth Signal Tricubic Approximation

Figure 3.1: Clearly, tricubic approximation exhibits a higher degree of visual fidelity than
trilinear interp olati on when compared to the truth signa l.

filter, which is the tensor product of the ID hat functi on . The second is the tr icubic B

spline filter , which is the tensor product of the ID cub ic B--spl ine function. Details on these

reconst ruct ion filters can be found in [26]. The former is preferred for its computational

efficiency, whereas t he latter is favored for its smoo thness and superior visual quality.

Since achieving high visual fidelity is a primary moti vation behind our research, it was

not difficult to pick between th e two popular choices (F igure 3.1) . We chose the CC tricubic

B-spline reconstruction filter as our basis for comparison, and proceeded to evalu ate exist ing

BCC and FCC filt ers.

The tricubi c filter yield s high quality images in part because it has C2 continuity. It is

important th at all filters are at least C 2 continuous because this enables C 1 continuity of

the gradients and thus, normal vectors on isosurfaces. In t his way, the chosen filters provide

sufficiently smoo th illumination and renderin g [47, 22]' which is required for generating

images with high visual fidelity. Gr adi ent com putation is discussed in Ch apter 3.7.

For th e BC C lattice, th ere is only one known reconstruction filter with C 2 continuity

th at provides high quality reconstruction ; th at filter becam e the natural choice for the BC C

lattice. For t he FCC lat tice, there was no known filt er of C2 cont inuity t ha t suits the FCC

lat tice structure and yields high quality reconstruction. Therefore, the C 3 filter chosen

became th e bes t cand idate. The vital statistics of th e chosen filters are listed in Table 3.1.

More details on th e chosen BCC and FCC filters can be found in [21, 18J.

The approximation power of a reconstruction filter (Ta ble :3 .1, column 4) describes the
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Lattice Reconstruct ion Filter Cont inuity Approx Power Support Size

CC Tr icubi c B-spline C2 4th 64

BC C Quint ic Box Spline C2 4th 32

FC C Nine Directional Box Spline C3 3Td 40
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Table 3.1: Column 2: name of reconstruction filter chosen for the la t t ice in column 1.
Columns 3 & 4: continuity and approximat ion power of the filter in column 2. Last column:
size of the filt er support expressed as t he number of sample points falling within the support
of the filter.

rate of numerical error decay in the reconstructed signals as sampling resolution tends to in

finity. T he CC and BCC filters can be as good as 4th ord er and the FCC filt er can be as good

as 3r d orde r in approx imation power. However, t heir best approximat ion schemes cannot be

at tained 'without pre-fi ltering th e dat a--for example, by way of quasi- interpolation [.s , 7,12].

Without pre- filtering, Condat et al . has shown that th e approximat ion power of a filter

cannot exceed 2 [7]. This explains why for our chosen filt ers, the asymptoti c error decay

rates appear to be the same (Chapter 5.2) , even though t he best case approximation powers

are different.

Regardless of how much differences there are between the chosen filters in te rms of

continuity and approximation power , we note that these differences will be reflecte d in

th e visual fidelit y of images produced using t hese filters. So long as the chosen BCC and

FCC filters possess superior visual fidelity and have equal or better computational effi ciency

compared to th e chosen CC tricubic filt er, they are worthy of cons ideration as at t ract ive

alternati ves to th e t raditional choice of tricubic recon st ru ct ion on the CC lattice. T his thesis

is devoted to comparing the visual fidelity of t he chosen reconstruction filters, and rely on

previous and future works to settle questi ons of computational efficiency, which we briefly

discuss below.

To compare the computat ional efficiency of the three chosen filt ers, we look to the sizes

of their support s. From a simplistic view, filters whose support covers fewer sample poin ts

can be deemed more comput ationally efficient . With this view, t he CC filter covers 64

sa mple points, the BCC filter covers 32 sample points, and th e FCC filter covers 40 sample
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points (Table 3.1, last column). Therefore, both the BCC and FCC filters have the po

tential for significantly improved computational efficiency compared to the CC filter. An

implementation of the BCC filter that is computationally twice as fast as the CC filter has

been published in [21]. An efficient implementation of the FCC filter remains a subject of

future research.

3.2 Signal Selection

Given the one hour time limit of our user study, we chose to investigate only two signals.

The first is the Marschner-Lobb function [36]. Hereafter, we refer to this signal as "ML"

(Figure 3.2 a - b). ML is chosen as a representative of visualization resea rch, as in that

field it is commonly used as a benchmark for testing 3D reconstruction algorit hms. The

analytical definition of ML is as follows:

~1'L( , ) = 1 - sin('iTzj2) + 0.25(1 + p(Jx2 + y2))
lVj x,y,z 2""

.0

whme

The second signal is a carp as recorded by a CT scan. We focused on the back half of

the fish, including the tail fin, and refer to this signal as "Fish Tail" (Figure 3.2 c). Fish

Tail was chosen as a representative for real world datasets from the biomedical visualization

domain, The CT scan was made available on the CC lattice at a resolution of 256 x 256 x 256.

Because the CT scan is recorded in discrete form, we do not have an analytical description

of Fish Tail.

To approximate the truth signal, we reconstruct the CT scan using the tricubic filter

described in the preceding section. Therefore to be exact, "Fish Tail" refers to the recon

structed signal obtained from the discretized CT scan. This reconstructed truth signal is

used both in the rendering pipeline (Chapter 3.7) and the L 2 pipeline (Chapter 4.3).

Both IV1L and Fish Tail exhibit high freq uency features along different orientations,

Hence within one image, the perceptual effects of different sampling lattices on a wide range

of frequency contents can be observed.
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(a) ML View 1 (b) ML View 2 (c) Fish Tail

Figu re 3.2: The synthetic ML signal as in (a, b) and the real world F ish Tail signa l as in
(c) were investigated in the visual fidelity experiments . To account for possible bias due to
camera view, ML was presented from both a "straight on" view, or View 1 as in (a), and a
"ti lt ed" view, or View 2 as in (b).

3.3 Experiment Software and Task Description

Towards th e goal of comparing the visual fidelity of t he chosen reconstruction filters, par t ici

pants were inst ruc ted to perform an image matching task. T hey were shown t hree images

in th e experiment software (F igure 3.3) . A "t ruth" image was displayed at the top, and a.

CC image paired wit h eit her a BCC or a FCC image was displayed at t he bottom. Each

image was 500 x 500 pixels in dimension.

The CC sa mpled image was randomly assigned to be t he bot tom left or th e bottom right

image, and the BCC or FCC image was placed in the ot her slot. Par ticipants were asked

to select t he bottom image that "most closely resembles t he image above" . In other words,

t hey were inst ructed to select t he bo ttom image wit h t he best visual fidelity. If parti cipants

could not deter mine which bottom image more closely resembled the truth image, t hey were

asked to make an ar bitrary choice. A choice was mad e by mouse-clicking wit hin one of th e

two bottom images.

Dur ing pilot runs of th e experiment software, an illusion of motion was someti mes ob

served when images changed between trials. To eliminate this effect, blank rect angular

regions were disp layed between trials for 0.25 seconds, and flashed over the spaces where

th e new images were to appear in the experiment software.

T he user study took place in two parts: the training phase, and the main experiment .

The t rainin g phc\.se was designed to give t he participant practice wit h the software and
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INSTRUCTIONS. Please select the Image nelcw "..n I C ~ you reel most closely reseno tes tile maqe above.

Figure 3.:3 : Screenshot of the software used to perform t he image discriminati on task. The
image at the top is th e truth image. Images at the bottom consist of a CC image and a
BCC/FCC image. Participant selected the better of the bottom images by mouse clicking
wit hin the chosen image.
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the image matching tas k. Im age pairs for the tr aining phase present ed a fixed sequence of

gradua lly more difficul t choices. As with trials in the main experiment , each pair contained a

CC and a BCC/FCC image, and par t icipan ts were not given feedback about th e corre ctness

of th eir choices. Tr ainin g images were taken from the set of images for the main experiment .

For the BCC vs. CC exp eriment , 9 images of ML and 4 images of Fish Tail were chosen for

the t raining session . For the FCC vs. CC expe riment, 8 images of ML an d 4 images of Fish

Tail were chosen.

T he main exp erim ent consisted of 8 blocks of 24 tr ials each, for a total of 192 trials per

part icipant. Trials altern ated between blocks of ML images and blocks of Fi sh Tail images.

Wi thin each block, images were presented for all chosen sampling resolu tions and camera

views of t ha t signal. Therefore, participants were shown each image pair 4 t imes, wit h at

least one block of t rials between repeti tions of the same image pair. Trials within blocks

were ran domize d. To help allevia te boredom and maint ain focus on the task, par t icipants

were encour aged to rest between blocks if they wished. Each part icipant took between 30

minutes and an hour to complete the user st udy.

In case the participan t made a choice inadvertent ly, t he experiment software provid ed

an "undo" button (Figure 3.3) that would return t he par ticipant to the previous trial. In

total, 4 par tici pants from t he BCC exp eriment and 5 part icipan ts from th e FCC experiment

used this "undo" feature: 8 of these 9 participants used the "undo" feature 1 or 2 times,

while the remaining part icipant used it 7 t imes .

3.4 Downsampling Pipeline

To det ermine the relati ve sam pling resolutions at which BCC and FCC sampled data exhibit

com parable visual fidelity to CC sampled dat a, we must be able to sample th e signals under

investigation at var ious resolutions. W hereas it was possible to sample directly from the

ana lytical defini tion of ML, it was necessary to reconstruct. t he Fish Tail dataset before

sa mpling t he reconstructed signa l. Towards this end , we chose to use perio dic interp olation

followed by down samplin g (Chapter 1.2.:3) , and call the resul ti ng pipeline the downsampling

pip eline.

Using the 256 x 256 x 256 CC volume data for Fish Tail as input , t he downsampling

pipeline produces CC , BCC, and FCC data of reduced sampling rates . In accordance with

the concept of rational down sarnpl ing documented in Chapt er 1.2. :3 , when downsam pling
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the input dataset to CC datasets by a rational factor , we first upsample by zero padding

in th e frequency domain. Next , we downsarnp le in th e spatial domain by throwing away

samples. BCC and FCC down sampl ed data are created in a similar way. Aft er the same

zero padding step to upsample on the CC lat t ice, downsampling from CC dat a to BCC or

FCC data in t he spatial domain is achieved as described in [20] .

The choice of our downsamp ling pipeline resu lted in a discrepancy in t ruth recon struc

t ion for Fish Tail. W hereas in t he rendering pip eline (Chapter 3.7) and t he L2 pipeline

(Chapter 4.3) we use tr icub ic reconstruction on the Fish Tail t ruth dataset (Chapter 3.2),

in th e downsarnpling pipe line we use per iodi c int erpolation . T his discrepancy in truth re

const.ruct.ion for F ish Tail is d iscussed in Chapter 6.3.

3.5 Sampling Resolutions

Since the goa l of our research is to det ermine th e perce pt ual merits of BC C and FCC

samp ling relative to CC sampling, a natural choice is to select a fixed CC sampling resolut ion

and then vary BCC and FCC sampling resolut ions to compare the resulting variety of

pe rceptual effects . For Fish Tail , we selected two CC resolut ions: 140 x 140 x 140 and 180 x

180 x 180. We denote the corresponding sampled data as CC140 an d CC 180, respectively.

In th e rest of t his t hesis, CC n will denot e a CC sampled data that contains n x n x n

samples.

T he ML signal is a ripple-like pattern with an infinite series of concent ric rings . The

fur ther a ring is from t he center of t he ML signal, the higher it s frequency content. Tr adi

tionally, only a few rings of ML confined to the domain of [- 1, 1]3 were sampled at t he

resolut ion of 40 x 40 x 40 on t he CC lat t ice. T his sampling resolut.ion is some t imes refered

to as the "crit ical sampling rat e" , and is originally proposed by Marschner and Lobb for

benchmarking 3D reconst.ruction filt ers [36, 19].

However , the domain of [-1 ,1]3 was not adequate. That dom ain captures a limited

number of rings, and it was not possible to show all these rings in an image without also

showing t he boundaries of the dat aset s. As boundaries do not exist in th e analyt ical },tJL

definit ion, we do not want them to appear in images. Therefore, we chose to sample wit hin

the domain of [-2,2]3 so that t he t raditionally used domain of [-1,1] 3 can be displayed

with out boundaries. To maint ain the crit ical sampling rate wit hin the dom ain of [- 2,2].3 , we

cas t 80 x 80 x 80 samples on t he CC lat t ice. This will be denoted a.') CC80 in t he remainder
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Figure 3.4: Each fixed CC sampling resolution (in red) is labeled as 100% and indicated
by t he solid vertical line. An image of each CC sampled data is shown to the left of the
figure. BCC (solid green ovals) and FCC (blue rings) sampled data chosen for the percep t ual
experiments are shown with their sampling resolutions as percentages of t he corresponding
CC resolu tion . The perceptual experimen ts were desig ned so that the chosen BCC and FCC
sampling resol ut ions are more densely distri buted arou nd 65 - 70%- the range of resolut ions
around which comparable visual fidelity is exp ect ed between CC and BCC/FCC images.

of the t hesis.

BCC and FCC sampled data , along with th eir sampling resolutions relative to t he fixed

CC sam pled data , are list ed in Ap pendix B. T he same re lative resolu tions are plotted in

F igure 3.4 to show the distribu t ion of BCe an d FCC sampling resolu tions. To keep th e

number of t rials manageable wit hin the one hour limit of our user study, we did not feature

more sampling resolutions.

3.6 Camera View

Due to the geomet ric differences of th e ce, BCC, and FCC lat tices, th e pos ition of the

camera used to create an image can cause significant perceptual effects . For example, a pair

of CC a nd BCC sampled data may exhibit comparable visua l fidelity when displayed using an

axis aligned view , but appear different from a non-axis aligned view. Therefore, th e camera

views were chosen as illustr ated in Figure 3.2 . For ML, we investigate a straight-on view,
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which is typical in biomedical imaging applications, and a tilted view which is commonly

used by visu alization researchers. To keep the number of t rials manageabl e within th e one

hour limit of our user study, Fish Tail was only featured with a st ra ight-on view.

3.7 Rendering Pipeline and Image Generation

Since our resear ch concerns the visu al fidelity of 3D rend erin gs, it is importan t to choose

a rend ering pipeline that generate s high quality images. In t he visu alizat ion community,

raycasting is well known for producing high quality 3D rend erin gs and so becam e t he natural

choice in our percep tual investi gation . A raycaster pro jects viewing rays from the 2D image

plane to determine the values of the image pixels based on th e underlying 3D volume data.

Further reading on the raycasting concept can be found in Foley et al. [23] and En gel et

a1. [17].

In the raycasting pip eline, all CC, BC C, and FCC sampled data were reconst ructed

using t he three chose n filters described in Cha pt er 3.1. Once a dataset is reconstructed, an

opaque transfer funct ion is applied to extra ct isosurface inform ation. The chosen isosurfaces

provided an appropriate level of det ail for the users to make comparisons. The isovalues

were chosen so that meaningful isosurfaces with sufficient visua l information were shown.

Tr an sparent volume tr ic renditions were avoided , as they would clutter images with too much

det ailed information and make th e judgment pro cess unduly difficult . For each of ML and

Fish Tail, the same t ransfer function was used.

Data recons t ru ction also enabled the computation of gradients. Once a dataset has been

reconstructed--that is, once a scalar field has been reconstructed - the popular cent ra l dif

ferencing esti mator [29, 3:3] was applied to the continuous scalar field to est ima te gradients .

For each of ML and Fish Tail , we used a fixed central difference ste p size.

When th e step size is large , cent ral differencing produces a gradient field that has the

same degree of continui ty as the underlying scalar field. When th e step size approaches zero,

central differencing produces a gradient field equal to the analyt ical derivative of the scalar

field , which has a cont inuity of one degree less than th at of t he scalar field. For ML, we

chose a ste p size for which th e subsequently genera ted tru th images appeared perceptu ally

ident ical to the truth images generated using ana lyt ical derivat ives. For Fish Tail , we chose

a step size proportionate to the ML step size.

Though we cannot prove that the chosen step sizes result in gradient fields that are
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perceptually equivale nt to analy tical derivat ives, we can say with certainty t hat all gradient

fields have at least C1 cont inuity . Since t he chose n reconst ruct ion filters are all C2 or higher

in continuity, the gradient fields compute d by central differencing cannot. be less th an C 1

cont inuous. This sat isfies the requi rement of C 1 cont inuity for grad ients which enables

sufficient ly smooth illumination and rend ering (Chapter 3.1).

After the gradients were computed, Phong illumination [3:3] was applied with directional

lighting. For each of 1\.1L and Fish tail , the sam e illumination coefficient s and lighting setup

were used. Fi nally, t he chosen camera views were applied before t he 3D re nde rings were

projected onto t he 2D image plane.

3.8 Experiment Setup

The experiments were conducted in a small roo m that was generally insul at ed from outside

distractions. The room was evenly lit with a fluorescent light fixture on t he ceiling. The light

fix ture contain ed two 54 watt fluorescent tu bes with a white point of 35001<. Par ti cipants

sat on a cha ir wit h an adj ustable height of 45 - 55cm, and were free to adj ust the height

of th e chair to meet their comfort . The chair was before a desk that was roughly 73cm

in height , and th e part icip ants sat ap proximately 0.5 meters away from th e experiment

software displayed on a BenQ LCD mon itor (mod el no. Q2~3W3) . T he monitor screen was

set to a resolution of 1920 x 1200 pixels at a refresh rate of 60Hz . The experiment software

ran within Wind ows XP on a desktop compute r connected to the scr een. The desktop

computer contained a GeForce FX 5900 Ultra graphics ca rd wit h 2561VrB of memory, two

Intel Xeon CP 's a t. 3.06G Hz each, and 4GB of RAlvI.

3.9 Participant Selection and Experiment Administration

In total we recruited 24 participants: 12 of them compared the visu al fidelity of BCC and CC

images, and 12 of them compared the visual fideli ty of FCC and CC images. No participan t

to ok part in both the BCC and t he FCC ex periments. All par ti cipan ts were graduate

stude nts from th e Schoo l of Computing Science or the School of Engineer ing Science at

Simon Fraser University. Age and gender were not considered to affect a pe rson 's abili ty

to det ect relative differences in images, so no at te mpt was made to balance th ese variables

across experiment condi tions.
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Vile required that part icipants be unfamiliar with the process of sampling and recons t ru c

tio n, and not involved in the gen eration of ex periment images. Individu als with expert ise

in color science, medical imaging, and com puter graphics in general were also excluded due

to th eir potential exper tise in percept ual research . Par ticipants were required to have suf

ficiently good eyesight so they can perceive the exp eriment images clearly. Eyesight was

evaluated by asking part icipants to read a sho rt sentence displayed on the LCD screen on

which t he user st udy was to take place .

To minimize the possibility of influencing part icipant choices, the experiment admin

istrators had minimal exposure to, an d minimal knowledge of the CC /BCC/ FCC image

generat ion process . At t ho sta rt of the user st udy, t he administ ra tors informed the partici

pants of the nat ur e of the ex periment task before having the part icipants read and sign a

consent form , a copy of which is included in Appendix A. Dur ing th e t ra ining phase and

the main exp eriment, th e administ ra tors assumed a passive role, and did not interact wit h

parti cipants except to record part icipant comments regarding th e image discrimination ta sk.

Afte r t he image discrimination task was completed , t he administrators remunerated each

participant wit h $15 and collected part icipant signatures in a receipt book.

3.10 Expected Result s

P rior to conducting th e perceptual experime nts, CC, BCC, and FCC images were shown to

expert user s. By com paring BC C and FCC data of increasing sa mpling resolu t ions against

fixed CC data, t he expert users observe d th at comparab le visual fidelity for Be C sa mpled

da ta occurs at sampling resolut ions of around 65% 70% relat ive to t he CC sampled dat a.

The same range of 65% 70% ap plies to FCC sampled data. Based on t he obse rvations of

the ex per t. users, experiment images were chosen and pilot ex periments involving non- exper t

users took place. The results from the pilot experiments were in line with the observations

of th e expert users,

Figures 3.5 and ;).6 illustrate ML and F ish Tail signals rendered at var ious CC , BCC,

and FCC resol utions, an d crudely show that. for the signals und er invest igation , BCC/ FCC

reconstructed data is comparable in visual fidelity to CC reconst ru cted dat a at sampling

resolu tions of around 65 - 70% rela tive to Cc. In th ese figure s, we can see that th e dis

crimination process is qu ite simple for image pair s con tained in the first and last colurnns--

the CC images are either d early better or clearly worse relative to the truth images shown
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in Figure 3.2 a an d c. In contrast , it takes tim e to see t ha t the image pairs in the middle

columns exh ibit comparable visu al fidelity, as explained next.

In the middle column of the Fish Tail figure (F igure 3.6), although the BC C (FCC) image

is clea rly different from the CC image, it is difficult to tell which image is bet ter relative to

the truth image (Figure 3.2 c). Both the BC C and FCC images capture fewer details along

th e backb ones t han the CC image. In contrast, both th e BC C and FCC images capt ure

mor e det ails on the t ail fin t han the CC image. In other words, th e BeC and FCC images

exh ibit better visual fidelit y than the ce image in some regions, and poorer visual fidelity

in ot her regions. Wh en th ese difference are viewed holisti cally, th e image pairs contained in

th e middle column are deemed by experts to exhibit comparable visual fidelity.

Moving onto the middle column of the lVIL figure (Figure 3.5), let us st art with the Bee

and ee image pair. Unlike t he Bee and c e image pairs in th e first and last columns, this

imago pair exhibits comparable attri butes in terms of thi ckness of the rings, overall intensity

values, amou nt of wiggliness alon g the rings, and shading effects . Therefore, the exp erts

came to th e conclusion t ha t the middle Bee and e e image pair exhibits comparabl e visual

fidelity .

The lVIL FCC and e e image pair 111 the middle column is more chall enging to dis

criminate primaril y because th e rings exhibit different artefacts. Along th e rings, where

t he e c image exhibits wiggles, t he FCe image contains light and dark bands. In the left

colum n, th e banding effects in the Fee image are so bad that th ey sometimes "melt" the

rings together. In the right column, th e band s in th e Fe C image are so subt le that they

may go unnoticed when compared with the prominent wiggles in th e ce image. Finally,

in the middle image pai r, the two types of ar tefacts are deemed by the experts to cause

comparable amounts of perceptual contamina t ion; it is hard to say whether the bands are

worse or the wiggles are worse relative to the truth image (F igure 3.2 a).

There is additional evidence why the middle ML Fee and ee image pair exhibits com

parabl e visual fideli ty, Unlike th e image pairs in the first and third columns, t he thickness

of each corr esponding rin g in th e middle image pair is approximately equal. Along with

the foregoing analysis on the comp ar ability of th e prominent artefacts along the rings , the

exper ts concluded that th e middle ML Fc e and CC image pair exhibits compar able visual

fidelity.

T he same analysis may be repeated for other ML and Fish Tail experiment image pairs,

which can be found in Figures B.2 to B.5. For most image pairs , it is rather simp le to decide
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whether the CC images are better or worse relative to the truth images. For a small set

of image pairs , thi s discriminat ion process is difficult , and the expert users concluded that

comparable visual fidelit.y arc exhibited by th ese image pairs. The BC C and FCC images

in th ese difficult pairs are generated from Bce and FCC sampled data with sampling re

solutions around 65% - 70% relative to t.he fixed CC sampled dat a. Therefore, sampling

resoluti ons of aro und BCC /FCC 65% - 70%- rela tive to CC- became the range of re

solutions around which compa rable visual fidelit.y is expected between CC and BCC/FCC

samp led data.

It is important to reiterate that thi s range of 65 - 70S{ applies to sampling and re

construction. This is not to be confused with the BCC 71% and FCC 77% descr ibed in

Cha pter 1.4. These latter relative resolutions describe t he performances of BCC and FCC

sampli ng relative t.o CC sampling given t he assump tion of isotropic bandlimited ness. As

mentioned in Chapter 1..5, if we had the luxury of ideal reconstruction filters and work

with isotropic, bandlimited signals, these sampling results could th en be extendable to both

sam pling and reconstruction.

However , our chosen filters do not provide ideal reconst ruct ion, and our chosen signals

do not sat isfy the isotropic bandlimited assumpt ion . Therefore, it is no surprise th at the

sampling results of BCC 71% and FCC 77% could chan ge given our filter and signal selectio n

The expected range of comparable visual fidelity-BCC and FCC 65 .- 70% relative to CC 

embodies both t he ab ove dep artures from th e t heoret ical analysis .

W ith the range of 65 - 70% in mind, we continue our discussion on expected results.

During th e user exp eriments, participants were instructed to choose arbit rarily upon seeing

a pair of images that exhibit comparable visual fidelity. Therefore, when such an image pair

was presented rep eatedly to th e participant at different t imes, the part icipant was exp ecte d

to choose each image in the pair as being "bet ter" 50% of the time. In the user study, each

imago pai r was presented 4 times. Therefore, given an image pair th at exhibits comparable

visual fidelity, each image in th e pair was expected to be chosen 2 times.

\Ve use "range of visua.l comparability" , "visual range of compar abili ty" , or simp ly "vi

sual range " as shorth and for the range of relative BCC or FCC sampling resolutions th at

exhibit comparable visual fidelity when compared to some fixed CC resolution. For bot h

BC C a nd FCC samp ling, we an ticipate th at t he ran ges of visual com par ability are charac

terized by uncertain ty and variability in participan t preference, peaking near th e expecte d
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resolutions of 65 - 70%. In addit ion, we expect th at as th e BCC and FCC sampling reso

lutions decrease, th e fixed CC image would become incr easingly preferr ed, whereas when

the BC C and FCC resolutions incr ease, the fixed CC image would be chosen less and less

ofte n.
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Be e 41% BCC 69% BCC 102%

FCC 43% FCC 67% FCC 104%

Figure :L5: Im ages of ML sampled data. Sampling resolutions are shown rela tive to th e
fixed CC resoluti on , whi ch is labeled as 100%. The CC image is duplicated three times for
case of com pa rison . The images offer confirming evidence tha t BCC and FCC 65 - 70<K,
(relative to CC) is where comp arable visu al fideli t.y occurs for ML (compare th e midd le
columns to the other columns) . Note tha t the diagonal asym metry in the ML images is due
to t he lighting direction ; if the lighting cl irection were st raight- on, th e two diagon als would
appear symmetric.
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BC '48% BCC 69% BCC 100%

FCC 4K%

CC 100%

FCC 67%

CC 100%

FCC 99%

Figure 3.6: Images of Fish Tail sampled data. Sampling resolutions are shown relative to
the fixed CC resolution, which is labeled as 100%. The CC image is duplicated three times
for ease of comparison. The images offer confirming evidence t. hat. BCC and FCC 65 - 70%
(relative to CC) is where comparable visual fidelity occurs for F ish Tail (compare the middle
columns to the other columns).



Chapter 4

Result s and D iscussion

In t his cha pter, we fi rst present quantitative res ults from the visual fidelity expe riments .

From th e record of part icipant choices for the image discrimination task, we decipher ranges

of visual comparabi lity for BCC and FCC sampled data relative to CC sampled data. User

response times arc then reported for a number of experiment conditions. We go on to

describe the qualit at ive aspects of the study- t he crit eria that participants employed in

forming their percep t ual judgments. Finally, given our select ion of reconstruct ion filters, we

repor t the st rong connect ion between L 2 errors and visual fidelity for bo th Ml. and Fish

Tail sampled data.

4 .1 Quantitative

4 .1. 1 BCC and F C C I m age Preference

Vle processed the image preference data of all 24 part icipants and classified th em accord

ing to sampling lattice, signa l, CC resolution , and camera view. T he preference data are

enumerated in Appendix C. Aggregate plots ar e created to show our user data ana lysis (Fig

ure 4.1 a - c) . Each plot in Figure 4.1 reports user preference data for either BCC or FCC

images, and incorpo rates all 12 users who participated in the BCC or FCC expe riment .

Mean user preferences for BCC and FCC images are plotted wit h 90% bias- corrected and

accelerated (BCa) bootst rapped confidence intervals [16]. A higher level of confidence was

not employed due to the small number of samples- each confidence interval is based on a

mere 12 samples from th e 12 users participati ng in the BCC or FCC experiment .

42
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Bootstrap methods can be used to accur ately est imate statistics of interest by repeatedly

sampling, at random and with repl acement, from observe d data. An important characterist ic

of bootstrap methods is th at th ey do not requ ire an assumption about th e und erlying

distribu tion of th e statist ic. For th e chosen BCa boot strap meth od , confidence intervals for

image preference dat a are calculated using 5, 000 boot strap data samples for each BCC and

FCC experiment image.

The popu lar st udent- t meth od of computing confidence int ervals is not employed here

because its assump t ion of an und erlying populat ion with normal distribution cannot be

justified for all data points. Based on prior knowledge, we can argue convincingly t hat some

experim ent images will not lead to image preference data that are normal in distribution.

To do so, let us first examine the possible values of mean image preference.

Mean image preference- th e average number of t imes that a BCC (FCC) image is se

lected as being "better" across th e participants- v-is a number between 0 and 4. When the

BCC (FCC) sampling resolutions are sufficient ly low, the fixed CC image is clearly better

(Figures 3.5 and 3.G, column 1)_ T herefore, the expected mean image preference for the DCC

(FCC) images rend ered from low resolu tion sampled data is 0 plus epsilon, which accounts

for occasional mental lapses when participants arc engaged in th e image discriminati on pro

cess. Similarly, given sufficient ly high BCC (FCC) sampling resolutions (Figures 3.5 and 3.6,

column :3 ), the expected mean image preference is 4 minu s epsilon.

At th e aforement ioned two extremes, highly skewed and nearly one-tailed distri butions

in image preference are expected . Contrast this with a normal distribu tion which is sym

metrically two-tailed . Expectations at these two ext remes are confirmed by observed image

preference data (F igure 4.1 and Tables C.1 to C.4 ). Confidence interval compu tations that

assume an und erlying population of normal distribution- such as the student-t method

are clear ly not applicabl e to image preference data near these two ext remes. To maintain

consistency in confidence interval computat ions across the data points, normal dist ribution

based met hods also cannot be used on the image preference data between the extremes .

Furth ermore, by examining the histograms of participant preferences for each BCC/FCC

image, no clear par amet ric dist ribu tions were observed . Even if the underlying populat ions

have par ametric dist ributions, the small number of preference samples collected for each

BCC (FCC) imagc-12- -is too small to have reliably capt ured the underlying par ametric

distributions. This precluded th e use of parametric confidence intervals, and we therefore

repor t t he non- paramet ric BC a confidence intervals and use them in the following analysis.
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Since each expe riment image is gene ra ted from a dataset with a certa in sam pling reso

lu ti on, user pr eference can be equivalently viewed in terms of sampling resolutions . When

the user preference confidence interval for a particu lar BCC or FCC sampling resolut ion

crosses, or touches, th e 50% user preference line, we say th at comparable visual fidelity

occ urs at t hat. particul ar BCe or FCe resolution relative to the fixed ce resolu t ion. For

t he pu rp oses of user data analysis , we further define t he range of visual compar abili ty as

all relative sampling resolutions fall ing between the two visually incomparable resolutions

immediately before (after) the first. (last ) visually comparable resolutions.

The results for 1iIL View 1 and View 2 are shown in F igure 4.1 a -c. The resul ts for

Fish Tail CC 140 and CC 180 are shown in Figure 4.1 d - e. These plot s show a general trend

of increasing participant preference for bo th BCC and FCC data with respect to increasing

sampling resolution. The results also show that. vari ability in participant preference, as

measured by t he confidence intervals, increases as rela tive sampling resolutions approach

the range of visual compara bility. These ar e in excellent agreemen t. wit.h expectat ions.

The ran ges of visu al comparability are delineated by vertical dotted lines in each plot in

Figure 4.1, and summarized in Figure 4.3. As Figure 4.:3 shows, the visual ranges are gen

era lly 10 - 15% in width , which is quite narrow considering th e small amount of participant

pr eference data collect ed . Averaging t he midpoints of these visual ranges, we get 68% for

BCC, and 6.5% for FCC images. These midpoints are within the expe ctat ion of 65 70'X)

discussed in Chapter 3.10.

As discussed above, the plots for both ML View 1 and ML View 2 exhibit a general

upward trend . However, th e BCC curve for ML View 2 (F igure 4.1 a) exhibits one unex

pected feature: a sharp "dip" in pr eference around BCC 65%. The d ip is not st atistically

signifi cant because the large confidence int ervals ar ound the dip still allow us to fit a mono

tonically increasing user preferen ce curve. However , an investigation of the correspond ing

B Ce images of ML revealed a wave int er ference pa ttern t ha t. is par ti cularly pronou nced at

the sampli ng resolutio n at which th e dip occurred .

As ca n be seen in th e top row in Figure B.3, the image for BCC 65% contain s two

blurry spots near t he left an d right. bou ndari es of the image. Im ages for BCe 62% and

B CC 69% bot.h do not have these blurry spots. On the other hand , B CC 55% has th ese

blurry spots , and BC C 41% again does not . These images provide convi ncing evidence th at.

the blurry spots are ar tefacts due to dest ruct ive wave int erference, which is a par t icul ar

type of alias ing.
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Figure 4.1: Mean image preference. Each plot is calcul ated from choices made by all 12
par t icipants for eit her th e BCC or FC C exper iment . The vert ical axis shows th e average
number of choices made in favor of BeC/FCC images at th e relative sampling resolut ions
indi cated by the hor izontal axis. Vertic al error bars represent a 90% BCa confidence interval
about the mean. The ra nges of visual comp arability are delineated wit h vertical dot ted lines,
and labeled near the top of each plot .
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This "clip" problem mot ivated us to examine other dips in the plots in F igure 4.1.

Smaller dips occur at around FCC 67% for ML View 1 an d BCC '72% for Fish Tail

CC18 0 (Fig ure 4.1 a, e). However, by observing the correspond ing experiment images

(F igures B.2 and 8 .5) , it is not clear why t hese dips occurred . A more advanced evaluat ion

of t hese "dips" as part of a more detailed user study could be a basis for future work.

Another discrepancy was observed with regards to camera view. For ML BCC sampled

data, the ranges of visual comparability are 65% - 84% for ML View 1 and 55% - 72% for

ML View 2. For 1\/1L FCC sam pled data , t he ranges of visual comparab ility are 58% - 71%

for ML View 1 as well as ML View 2 (F igure 4.1 a - b) . The visual ranges for t he two

views rio not appear to coincide for the BCC lat t ice, but coincide very well for the FCC

lattice. T his ind icates that camera views may have an effect on the perce ived visual fidelity

of images, but also opens the poss ibili ty that some lat t ices are more robust visually under

different camera views. Further work is required to fully explore th e significan ce of thi s

disparity.

4.1.2 U ser R esponse Times

Each participant took between ;W minutes to an hour to complete the user st udy (Chap

te r 3.:3) , wit h t he average completio n time being approximately 35 minutes. This includes

the time that it took the participants to become informed of the nat ure of the experiment

task, to sign a. consent form, to complete the t raining ph ase, and t hen the main experiment .

For t he main experiment, t he average complet ion t ime is around 27 minutes . Average

user response tim es for var ious experiment cond itions are repo rted in Table 4.1. Standard

dev iations in user response are recorded in parent heses. As the last column of Table 4.1

shows, for ML images across both the BCC and FCC exp eriments, on average it takes a

user 6.9 seconds to discrimin ate an image pair , wit h a standard devi ation of 8.0 seconds .

For Fish Tail images across both exp er iments, on average it takes a user 9.8 seconds to

discrimin ate an image pair , wit h a st andard deviat ion of 11.2 seconds . For all experiment

image pairs across both experiments, th e average disc riminat ion ti me is 8.4 seconds , with a

standard deviation of 9.8 seconds.

These rather large stand ard devi at ions can be explained by the exp eriment task. Recall

that images of sampled data with varying BeC (FCC) reso lutions are compared to fixed CC

images (F igure 3.4 and Figures B.2 to B.5). On the one hand , when comparing a low (high)

resolut ion BCC (FCC) dataset. to a fixed CC dataset , the CC image is clearly bet ter (worse)
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Experiment Cond it ion BCC vs . CC FCC vs. CC Both Experiments

ML View 1 7.4 (8.4) 7.0 (8.1) 7.2 (8.~1 )

ML View 2 7.1 (8.2) 6.2 (6.9) 6.6 (7.6)

ML View 1 + 2 7.3 (8.3) 6.6 (7.5) 6.9 (8.0)

F ish Tai l CC 140 8.1 (8.7) 10.7 (13.8) 9.4 (11.6)

Fish Tail CC 180 8.2 (8.1) 1 2 . ~3 (12.7) 10.3 (10.9)

Fish Tai l CC140 + CC180 8.2 (8.4) 11.5 (13.3) 9.8 (11.2)

ML + Fish Tail 7.7 (8.4) 9.1 (11.1) 8.4 (9.8)

47

Table 4.1: Column 1 and row 1: exp eriment condit ions . Column 2: user response da t a
from th e BCC vs. CC experiment . Column 3: user response data from the FCC vs. CC
experiment. Last Colum n: combined user response data from bot h th e BC C and FC C
experiments . Each entry in the table denotes the average time-in seconds-that a user
spends discriminating an image pair under the corresponding experiment conditions. The
standard deviation of user response t irnes-e-a lso in seconds- r-are reported in parent heses.

and so little t ime is needed to complet e the discrimi nation process (Figures 3.5 and 3.6,

columns 1 and 3) . On the other ha nd , when comparing CC an d BCC (FCC) images th at

are perceptua lly different but which exhibit comparable visual fidelity, considerably more

tim e is needed to complete the discrimin at ion process (Figures 3.5 and 3.6, middle columns).

4.2 Qualitat ive

During the user st udy, par ticipants were encourag ed to discuss the criteria t hey used to

discriminate between images. P articipants commented on a number of aspects of t he dis

criminat ion task, none of which were unique to a specific lat tice. T he var iable criteria used ,

a nd comments mad e by part icipan ts highlight t he complexity of th e image discr imination

task.

For both NIL and Fish Tail , some participan ts used differences in color and shading effects

to help discrimin ate images. While exam ining the ML images, part icipants remarked that
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curvat ure , symmetry, and the degree of distort ion along edges to be import ant char acter istics

for making com parisons. Specific to the Fish Tail images, participan ts reported focusing on

the ribs of t he fish and evaluating t hei r connectivity and t hickness compared to the truth

image. In addition, part icipan ts commented that th e shape of th e larger , lower segment of

the fish 's t ail provided a useful crite rion ,

Some participants repor ted using a static set of criteri a for quality, while others observe d

that their criter ia changed during t he user study. Several participa nts not ed th at the task

could be difficul t in some cases: sometim es the two images were clearly differe nt, but neither

image was "bet ter" th an t he ot her. T he maj ority of part icipants also remarked th at the

discriminat ion t ask cau sed less mental fatigue when Fish Tail images were presented. This

last feedback is understandab le for two reasons, Fi rst , the fish bones under comparison

occupy less pixe ls in total than the ML signal, which decreases the visual area to search

and reduces cogn iti ve efforts . Second, compared to ML, F ish Tail contains more prom inent

landmarks..- in the form of bones rendered on a hom ogeneous background-s-and ease visual

comparison efforts by increasing target find ing acc uracy.

4. 3 L2 Errors and Visual Fidelity

To complement t he perceptual study resu lts, we shou ld ideally devise a metric t hat ac

curately predi ct s th e perceptual meri ts of CC, BCC, and FCC sampling an d reconst ruc

tio n. As mentioned in Ch ap te r 2, exist ing visual difference predictors such as proposed

by [ ~17 , 24, 10, 34] are not applicable for two important reasons, Fi rst , these metrics mea

sure the degree of visual similarity, not the degree of visual comparability. Some exp eri ment

image pairs are clea rly dissimilar in differen t reg ions, but overall exhibi t com parable visual

fidelity. Second, these existing metrics apply to 2D images, and do not account for the

complex effect s due to 3D sampling and recons t ruct ion , which include the use of different

sam pling lattices and different reconstruction fil ters, and the ensuing projection from ;)D

space to t he 2D image plan e.

Fortunately, we discovered that a common 3D met ric-the L 2 error metric- may serve

our desire to connect numeri cs to visu al fidelity, Given our chosen filters, we have discovered

an apparent connection between L 2 error comparability and visual comparability. We hasten

to poi nt out that in accordance with Mitchell and Netravali [40], given an ar bit rary selection

of reconst ruction filters, L 2 errors ar e in general not well related to visual effects -i t was
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a coincidence tha t L 2 errors relate well to visu al fidelity given our parti cular select ion of

reconstruct ion filters . Below, we define the L 2 erro r and exp lain how L 2 errors are computed

for the sampled data investigated .

Given functions h ,12 : JR.n ----+ JR. , the L 2 error between the two func tions, or signals is:

Relating to the visual fidelity experiments, h refers to th e reconstructed signa l from a

sampled data , and h refers to it s corr esp onding t ru th signal. We use "L2 error of a sampled

dat a" as a shortha nd for t he L 2 error of t he signal reconstructed from a sampled data and

its corr esponding truth signa l.

Computing th e L 2 error of a 3D sa mpled dataset involves reconstruct.ion followed by

integra tion of 3D functions. Analyti c integration is complicated in this case , and typ ical

det er ministi c quadrat ure ru les are computationally expe nsive. Therefore , we use a stochastic

ap proach by Monte-Carlo integration . We base each L 2 computat ion on 10,000 points

randomly positioned within the support of the dat aset accord ing to a uniform probabil ity

density fun ct ion. Since 10,000 is well above the sample size of 30 required by the Cent ral

Limit. Theorem [13], we know that by rep eat ing computat ions involving 10,000 samples, t he

mean s of these computat ions will have a normal dist ribu t ion . Confidence intervals can t hen

be determined for th ese means based on th e normal dist ribut ion .

Twe nty of th ese L2 comp utat ions were evaluated for each dataset . We chose to perform

twenty trials of 10,000 points each for computat iona l considera t ions- t hat is , so that th e

computations will complete in a reasonable amount of tim e. T he mean £ 2 error across

the twenty computations are plot ted against BC C or FCC sampling resolut ion for each CC

sampling resolution un der study (Figure 4.2) . T he horizontal lines in t he plots denote t he

L 2 errors record ed for th e fixed CC sampled data, whe reas th e falling curves denote th e

L 2 errors recorded for BCC/ FCC data of various sampling resolutions. A 95% confidence

inte rval-based OIl t he aforement ioned normal dist ribution-is overlaid on each data poi nt

to show t he variability of the Monte- Carlo results. Each mean L 2 error , along with its 950/<;

confidence interval, can be viewed as an accurate approximation to the true L2 error .

For a pair of CC and BCC/FCC sampled data, we say they are "numerically com

parable" if they have computed L 2 erro rs whose confidence intervals overla p. We use t he

terms "range of numerical comparability" , "numerica l range of comparability" , or simply
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"numerical range" to refer to the range of relative BCC/FCC sampling resolutions that are

num erically comparable to some fixed CC resolution.

To be consist ent with the definition of "visu al ranges of compara bility" (Chapte r 4.1.1),

the range of numerical com pa rab ility is defined to be all relative sa mpling resolutions fallin g

between t he two num erically incomparable resolu tions imm ediately before (aft er) th e first

(last) numerically comparable resolutions. In t his thesis, the Mont e-Carlo computations

for L2 errors, th e ensuing confidence int erval computations, and th e final determination of

numerical ranges of comparability are refered to as the L2 pipeline.

The L 2 num erical ranges are summarized in Figure 4.3 along with th eir corresponding

visual ranges. As Figure 4.3 shows, th ere is significant overlapping between the numeri

cal ranges and t heir corresponding visu al ranges, confirming a strong connect ion between

numerical ranges and visual ranges given our selection of reconstruction filters. Therefore,

L 2 num erical ranges seem like a st rong candidate to gau ge visual range s of compa rability

between CC and BCC /FCC sampled data , and are employed in th e next cha pte r to help

measure the confounding perceptual effects due to two sources: choice of sampling reso

lutions, and signal select ion.
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sampled data . The falling curves denote the L 2 errors of BCC/FCC data whose sampling
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Figure 4.3: BCC/ FCC visual and numerical ranges of comparability for exp eriment con
ditions illust rated on th e left part of the figure. There is significant overlapping between
corresponding visua l and numerical ranges . Further , all visual and num erical ranges do not
deviate far from the expect ed 65 - 70% shown in gray dotted vertical lines .



Chapter 5

Secondary Effects Examined

In this chapter , we examine three likely sources of confounding effects: the downsampling

pipeline, choice of sampling resolutions, and signa l selection . In all three cases, confounding

effects appear small relative to the perceptu al superiority of BC C and FCC sampling and

reconstruction.

5.1 Effect due to Downsampling Pipeline

As discussed in Ch ap ter 3.4, we make use of a downsarnpling pipeline for F ish Tail, rat her

than direct ly sampling the real world signal underlying the F ish Tail t ru th dataset . Since

the title of this t hesis imp lies that our resu lts apply to direc t sampling , in t his sect ion we

examine th e nu merical and perceptual effects of using downsampling rather t han direct

sampling.

Because th e ML signal is analytical, it can be subject ed to direct sampling as well as

the downsampling pip eline. If the downsampling pipe line were not a source of confounding

effect s, we would expec t t he ranges of numerical comparability as com puted in Chapter 4.3

to be the same, with or wit hout using the downsampling pip eline. As repo rted below,

wit h or with out using the downsarnpling pipeline, the L 2 pipeline computes nearly identi cal

nu merical ranges for ML when the downsampling ra t ios correspo nd to the downsarnpling

rat ios for Fish Tail. This provides evidence t hat the downsampling pipe line , when used for

F ish Tail wit hin our perceptual st udy, does not confound the numerical rang es computed

by t he L 2 pipeline.

T he clownsampling pip eline requires a trut h dataset as input. To decide on t he resolution

53
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ML Direct Sampling Downsampling

BC C vs. CC 70 64-73% (69%) 69- 73% (71%)
FCC vs. CC70 64- 75% (67%) 64- 75% (69%)

BCC vs . CC8 0 69- 72% (71%) 69-72% (71%)
FCC vs. CC80 67- 76% (71%) 67- 71% (70%)

BCC vs . CC90 69-72% (70%) 69-72% (71%)
FCC vs. CC 90 69- 73% (71%) 69- 73% (70%)

54

Table 5.1: Ranges of numerical compar ability for ML , with and without em ploying t he
downsam pli ng pipeline. Parent heses denote est imated points of numerica l com par ab ility .

of th e truth dataset for ML , we look to the CC downsampling ratios of Fish Tail. For Fish

Tail, we downsampled from CC2G6 to CC1 40 and CC180. To maintain similar downsamp

ling ratios as Fi sh Tail , an d to st ay close to t he resolut ions of directly sampled ML data

invest igated in the visu al fidelity exper iments, we chose CC128 as th e t rut h resolution for

ML , and downsam pled to CC 70, CC80, and CC90. For each downs ampled CC resolution ,

we also produced a range of corresponding BCC and FCC downsampled dat a.

T he results from th e L2 pipeline are summarized in Tabl e 5.1. As can be seen, the

numerical ranges, as well as t he estimated points of numerical com parability are nearly

identic al, with or wit hout using the downsampling pipeline . As a follow-up to t he L2

resul ts , we compared ML images rendered from downsarn pled dat a again st images rendered

from direct ly sam pled data. Given such a pair of images, perceptual differences appear

negligible (F igure 5.1). This suggests t ha t the perceptual effect du e to the downsam pling

pipeline is negligible.

5.2 Effect due to Sampling Resolutions

In our visu al fidelit y experiment s, we investigated the percep tu al perfo rmanc es of BCC and

F CC sampled dat a against a few fixed CC sampling resolu t ion". The choice of CC sampling
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ML Truth Signal

ML CC8 0 Directly Sam pled

ML CC1 28 Directly Sampled

ML CC80 Downsamplcd

Figure 5.1: Top left: ML truth signal. Top right : 1V1L CC128. Bottom left : ?\IIL CC 80.
Bot tom right : ML CC8 0, downsampled from CC 128. CC 128 and CC 80 are sampled directly
from the ML trut h signal. As can be seen, the two CC80 images on th e bot tom row appear
to be nearly ident ical. This suggests that th e perc eptual effect clue to the downsampling
pipeline is negligible.
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resolutions may have been a sour ce of confounding effect s. In this section we make use of

t he connection between L 2 err ors and v isual fideli ty as reported in Chap te r 4.3 to conject ure

the rela tive percep tu al be havior of CC , BCC , and FCC sampled data across a broad range

of CC sampling resolutions.

'0/e start by eva luat ing the L 2 errors of a broad ran ge of sampling resolutions of th e

ML and Fi sh Tail signals. For both signals, we evaluated CC resolu tions t hat range from

80 x 80 x 80 samples to 180 x 180 x 180 samples. 'vVe also evaluated BCC and FCC resolutions

tha t range from approximate ly 0.7 x 80 x 80 x 80 samples to 0.7 x 180 x 180 x 180 sampl es.

These broad ran ges of resolution s encompass th e ranges of resolu ti ons und er st udy in the

visu al fidelity exp er iments .

T he mean L2 err ors for sampled data a re plotted against increasing sampling resolut ions

for each signal (F igure 5.2, left column). Sampling resolut ion is expressed as the number

of samp les contained in a sampled dataset . As in Ch ap te r 4.3, a 95% confiden ce interval is

com put ed for each L 2 data po int to accou nt for the sto chast ic nature of the L 2 comput ations.

However, the confide nce inter vals are not. shown becau se they a re narrower than the stars

used t o plot the mean L2 da ta poi nts . The L 2 curves plot ted describe the L 2 error behaviors

of t heir corresponding reconstruction filters.

For every pair of recons tr uction filt ers, the relat ive ratios of t he number of samples

requ ired to achieve t he same L 2 errors a re plot ted in F igure 5.2, middle colum n . Across

the aforementioned ranges of sampling resolutions, we observe that the ratios between the

errol' curves of any two reconstruction filters a re rough ly constant. Consequently, a constan t

ratio is est ima ted for each pair of L2 cur ves by averaging the valu es of the da ta points in

the corr esponding rat io curve.

In particular , t he BCC t o CC error ratio and the F CC to c e err or ratio a re approx

ima tely 0.70 (or 70%) for ML and 0.72 (or 72%) for F ish Tail. These average ratios can

be regar ded as t he average midpoints for BCe and F Ce numerical ranges of comparability.

Guided by the connect ion bet ween L 2 error s and visual fidelity (Chapter 4.3) , we conjecture

th at. BCC/FCC visua l ran ges of comparab ility will a lso have midpoin ts that stay close to

70% for ML and F ish Tail across the broad range of CC , BeC, and F CC sampling resolutions

investigated.

'vVe are now in a positi on to discuss the claim from Chapte r :3.1 t hat the t hree chosen

filters appea r to have the same asympt ot ic err or decay rate . Crudely spea king , asymptotic

error decay rates ca n be determined by the slopes of t he L 2 error curves. In Fi gur e 5.2, right
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Figure 5.2: First column: L 2 errors of a wide range of CC, BCC, and FCC sampling
resolutions. Second column: ratios of each pair of error curves in the first column. Last
column: plo ts in th e first column scaled horizontally by constant ratios computed from th e
second column.

column, th e constant erro r ratios are used to regist er the original error curves. The constant

sca ling does not affect the computat ion of error decay rates, and th e near perfect overlapping

of curves in th e third column demonst rates that th e rates of erro r decay for the three filters

are nearly t he same everywhere acro ss the broad range of resolutions investi gated.

To summa rize, th e important result in thi s sect ion is the conjecture d perceptual per

formances of BCC and FCC sampled data given varying CC sampling resolutions. For

both NIL and Fish Tail , across a wide range of CC , BCC, and FCC sampling resolutions,

visual ranges of comparability for BCC and FCC sampled data are conjectured to center

around sampling resolutions of 70% relative to CC sampled data . This conjecture is rather

in agreement with the expec ted visual range of 65% - 70% confirmed by our perceptual

st udy.
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5.3 Effect due to Signal Selection

58

Du e to t he limited time fram e afforded by a user study, we were only able to investigate two

signals-e-Ml, and Fish Tail. It is then natural to question how well t he percept ual results

of our study might extend to other signals. In t his secti on , we conject ur e the perceptual

perform ances of CC, BCC , and FCC sampled dat a for a number of additional real world

signals based on numerical tes t results.

Following the downsarnpling configur ation of F ish Tail, we perfor med L2 numerical

compara bility tests for the Skull, Aneurism , and Foot , which are frequently used by re

sea rchers in t he biomedi cal visualizat ion comm un ity. As Table 5.2 demonst rates, it takes

the BCC and FCC lattices ro ughly 20 - 30% fewer samples to achieve num erica l compara

bili ty wit h th e CC lattice.

Gu ided by t he connection between numerical compa ra bility and visual compa rability as

document ed in Ch ap ter 4.3, we conjectur e t hat for these addit ional signa ls, Bee and FCC

latti ces save roughly 20 - 30% in sa mples relative to the ee lattice in achieving compa rable

visual fidelity. Though t his conject ured savings is slight ly lower th an th e 30 - 35% saving

in samples repor ted by our perceptual study, it nonetheless offers evidence tha t the BCC

and FCC lattices are signifi cantly superior perceptually compared to th e ee lattice.
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Signal Truth Res Downsarnpled Res Nume rical Range

Fish Tail CC256 CC 140 vs BC C 67-73o/c, (71%)
CC 140 vs FCC 67-75% (70%)

CC ]BO vs BC C 69--74% (72%)
CC180 vs FCC 69-75% (7]%)

CC 140 vs BCC 71- 77% (74%)
CC 140 vs FCC 69-75% (73%)

CC1RO vs BCC 74--77% (76%)
CC180 v s FCC 73-77% (75%)

CC140 vs BCC 71-84% (79%)
CC 140 vs FCC 69- 86% (79%)

CC 180 vs BCC 70- 86% (81%)
CC1 RO vs FCC 75-89% (82%)

CC140 vs BCC 75-82% (79%)
CC140 vs FCC 72-80% (76%)

CC180 vs BCC 79- 83% (80%)
CC180 vs FCC 75-79% (78%)

Tab le 5.2: Ranges of num erical comparabi lity for different signa ls (column one) under the
sa me downsarn pling configurat ion (second, third columns) . T he last column shows ranges of
numerical comparability, with estimated points of numerical comparability in paren theses.
Numerical ranges for Fish Tail are presented as basis for comparison. T he Skull, Aneur ism,
and Foot dataset s along with their thumbnail images are taken from th e public repository
www .volvis .org . The source of each dataset is record ed in the Acknowledgments sect ion on
page vi.
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Caveats

While our perceptual experiments provide convincing evidence for the visual superior ity of

BCC/FCC sampling and recons truction , there are a number of issues in the experiment

setup and data analysis th at may temper the strength of our conclu sions.

First, we describ e two camera issues for ML sampled data. Next, we discuss a discrep

ancy in truth reconst ru ction for F ish Tail: while the Fish Tail trut h dataset was recon

structed by periodic int erp olat ion when pass ing through th e down sampling pipeline, it un

dergoes t ricub ic reconst ruct ion both for t he percep tu al experiments and in th e L2 pipeline.

Then , we repor t erro rs in sca ling fact or computations for F ish Tail sampled data . After

that, we consider t he discretizati on of the FCC reconstruction filter . F inally, we discuss th e

pros an d cons of not remov ing a potent ial out lier from th e ana lysis of user preference data.

6.1 Camera R ot at ion for ML BCC Images

NIL is an artificial signa l designed to highlight reconstruction artefacts [36] . For I\!fL sampled

data, reconst ruction ar tefacts are so pro nounced that they deserve special considerat ion.

To ensure th at this extra accent ua t ion of ar te facts does not confound our perceptual study

results, we must ensu re that similar arte fact s are illuminated similarly.

When viewing ML images, we observed that CC and BCC sampled data exhibit similar

artefacts along different dir ect ions . T he direct ionalit ies of the arte facts differ by 45 degrees

on the t\VO latt ices along th e X-'y plane. T his presented a problem if we were to hold lighting

fixed for t he two latt ices: similar artefacts along different direct ions would be illuminated

di fferent ly.

GO
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For tunately, due to the symmetry of ML, thi s confounding effect can be canceled by a

45 degree camera rotat ion along t he x-y plane of ML (Figure 6.1). The camera rota Lion

aligns t he directio nal arte facts, so th at similar artefacts become illuminated similarly under

t he same lighting spe cification . No cam era rotation was necessary for FCC sampled ML

data, becau se the FCC artefacts are significant ly different from t he CC and BCC arte facts

(Figure 3.5 on pag e 40).

6.2 Camera View Discrepancy between ML Images

T he following observations were true of the cam era views for experiment images. The l'/IL

truth images were properly aligned with th e ML FCC images. The ML CC images were

properly aligned with the ML BCC images. However , Ml. tru th and FCC image s were not.

properly aligned wit h th e l'/IL CC and BCC images.

After th e user studies completed , thi s discrepancy was observed. We then faced t he

question of whet her the experimen ts needed t.o be re- done . Repeat ing the experiments was

not deemed necessary, becau se the cam era view discrepancy seems to have little effect. on

the image discriminat ion task.

In Figure 6.2, we repr odu ce ML CC an d FCC exp eriment images as well as ML FCC

images with a correct.ed camera view. The same exercise is repeated for ML CC and t.ruth

images in Figure 6.3. As ca n be seen, with or without the camera discrepancy, perceptually

the truth an d FCC images do not look mu ch different .

In this thesis, ot her th an Figures 6.2 and 6.:1 as just. discussed , Figures 2.1, 3.1 and 5.1

have incorporated the illustrated camera correc t ions. This is deem ed acceptable because

t hese figures illustra te concepts th at do not require the use of experiment image's. All ot her

figures involv ing Ml, images dir ectly relate t.o t he perceptual experiments, and t herefore

stay true to th e experiment images.

6.3 Discrepancy in Truth Reconstruction

In thi s thesis, there is a discrepan cy in truth reconstruc t ion for F ish Tai l. On the one hand ,

the downsampling pipeline makes use of pe riodic interpolation (Chapter 3.4) . On t he other

hand , the raycasting pipeline and L2 pipeline reconstruct the Fi sh Tail truth using tricubic

reconstruction (Chapter 3.2). Though t his discrepancy in tr uth reconstruction may seem
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CCRO = 100% 100% 100%

With Rotation: BCC 55% 69% 93%

Figure 6.1: Top row: with out rotating the camera. Bottom row: camera rotated 45 degrees
along the x-y plan e of ML. The dir ect ionality of reconst ruction art efacts differ on CC and
BC C lat t ices by 45 degr ees along t he x-y plan e. Wi thout a camera adjust ment , the same
lighting would illuminate similar artefac ts located along different direct ions differently.
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FCC 67% CC80 = 100% F CC: Ca mera Cor recte d

63

Figure 6.2: Left /middl e columns: ML FCC and CC experiment images , respectively. Right
column: FCC images wit h a corre cte d camera view. The correct ion consists of a small
translat ion of the camera together with a slight ly bigger zoom . The same FCC sampled
dat a is used to genera te all four FCC imag es above. W ith or without camera correction,
the FCC images do not look much different .
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Tr uth Signal CC8 0 = 100% Truth: Carnora Corrected

64

Figure 6.~): Left /middle columns: ML t ru t h and CC experimen t images, respectively. Righ t
column: t ruth images wit h a corrected camera view. The corre ct ion consists of a small
t ranslation of t he camera tog et her wit h a slight ly bigger zoom . With or without camera
correct ion , the truth images do not look much different .
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omi nous at first glance, a good arg ument can be made t hat it does not play a role either in

the image discrimination task nor in th e relative behavior of L2 errors.

The image discrimination task in essence asks the part icipants to gauge the relative

percept ual dist ance between non- t ruth images and t ruth images. The truth dataset for

F ish Tail contai ns 2563 samples, whe reas the densest sampled data invest igated contains less

than 38% of the sa mples in th e truth dataset. T his is st rong evidence that t he percept ual

dist ances between experiment images and the tru t h imag e are large, an d th ese perceptual

differences can be seen in Figures B .I , B.4 and B.5. In comparison, t he perceptual distance

between a t ru t h image th at uses tricubi c reconstruction and anot her that uses periodic

int erpolation is believed to be small, and is not believed to have a confounding effect on

user choices. The same line of reaso nin g applies to L 2 error computations which measure

t he numerical distances-rather than perceptual distances-between the truth dataset and

sampled datasets.

6.4 Scaling Errors in Fish Tail Sampled Data

After the per cep tu al experim ents, we discovered two bugs in th e computation of scaling

facto rs for Fish Tail sampled data. The two bugs were both of t he off-by-one var iety, and

nearly canceled each other out . As a result, the scaling factors were found to be off by

less th an I% in each dim ension of the sampled datasets . Unlike the visible carnoru view

discrepancy between Ml, FCC and CC images (Chapter 6.2), the perceptual effect due to

t lwse t iny scal ing errors seems non -existent (F igure 6.4).

However, even small scali ng errors cause L 2 com put ations to become highly inaccur ate,

as scaling errors cause sampled data to become mis-regist ered with t he tr uth signal. To

ensure that our revised scaling comp utation is in fact correct , we performed two tests as

documented below.

Because the Fish Tai l truth dataset contains 256 x 256 x 256 samples, down sam pling it.

to dyadic resolutions is equiva lent to keeping a subset of t he original sam ples. That means

downsampling to CC128 , BCCI28, FCC64 and so on will result in da t asets th at contain

exact sample values. The scaling fact or for th ese dyad ic datasets is correct if and only if t he

absolute numerical error at every sample poi nt is zero . This is in fact t he case and provides

eviden ce that the revised scaling computat ion is ind eed corre ct .

To further verify the revised scaling computation for non -dyadic sampling resolutions,
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Figure 6.4: Left : experiment image of a Fish Tail FCC dataset . Right : an image of the
same dataset but with corr ected scaling. Because t he scaling er ror is so tiny, th e two images
appear identical.

we per turbed t he revised sca ling fact ors by epsilon and observed t he resulting £ 2 errors .

Vie know that when expressed as a fun ction of scaling error, th e £ 2 error is minim ized when

t he scaling error is O-that is, when a sampled data is properly registered with the truth

signal. Indeed , mult iple trials involving various epsilons confirm that t he revised scaling

computation is in fact corr ect .

In this thesis, a ll figures involving Fish Tail sa mpled data contain t he afore mentioned

scaling errors with th e except ion of F igure 6.4, right image. On t he other hand, all £ 2

computat ions in t his thes is were performed with t he correct scaling factors.

6.5 Discretization of FCC Reconstruction Filter

For the CC tricubic B-spline and the BC C quint ic box spline filters employed in the visu al

fidelity experimen ts (Chapte r 3.1), t heir piecewise polynomial representa tions in t he spa

ti al dom ain are know n [11, 21]. The piecewise polynomial representations of the CC and

BCe filters are used directl y to achieve convolution based reconstruction for the raycasting

pipeline in the spatia l domain. However for the FCC nin e di rectional box sp line filter, only

its frequ ency dom ain representat ion is known [18].

To adopt the FCC filter into the spatial domain reconstruction fram ework of the ray

casting pipeline, we look to the frequen cy domain . The Fourier tran sfor m of th e FCC filter
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is know n to be a prod uct of sin e funct ions [18]. We sam pled this Four ier transform at

high resolution an d then applied the inverse discrete Fourier transform . Vie end up with a

discretized filter in t he spat ial dom ain . To reconstruct the high resolution discret ized filter

in the spatial domain, we made use of nearest neighbor interpolation . Nearest neighbor

int erpolat ion was deemed accept able given th e high resolut ion of the discretized FCC filter ,

as discussed next .

T he FCC filte r is discretized at a resolution of 301 x 301 x 301 samples. Ad- hoc vi

su al testing was done to ensure th at. higher levels of discretization do not provide fur th er

improvements in visual fidelity. Fu rther, numerical testing was performed t o ensure th at

errors due to discret ization arc sm all relat ive to L 2 errors. When tested on data sampled

from low order polynomials for whi ch t he FCC filter is k nown to reconstruct perfectly, the

error d ue to discretization was on t he order of 10-8 . This disc retiza tion error is far smaller

th an the L 2 err ors observed for ML and Fish Tail sampled data , which are on th e order

of 10-2 .

6.6 Not Removing Potential Outlier

Out of t he 24 participants, one exhibited some unexpect ed be havio r. In accordance with

Ch apter ;j.l0, our expectat ions of participant preference are ra ther minimalist . Vie expected

a participant to predominantly choo se CC images as better when BCC/FCC sampling reso

lu tions are low. "When BCC /FCC sampling resolutions are high, we expect ed predo minant

pr eference for BC C/ FCC images. There is a grea t. deal of flexibi lity in between: so long

as a user 's p reference da ta show some monotoni ca lly increasing beh avior towards higher

BCC/FCC resolutions , our expectations are met .

All participant s except one behaved acco rding to our expect at ions . Det ai led parti cipant

preference data are availab le for peru sal in Appendix C. The prob lematic participant is

lab eled P7. As seen in Tables C. 1 to C.4, P 7 exhibit ed som e monotonic behavior for trials

involving ML View 2 and F ish Tail CC 140 . However , P 7's preference behavior for tri als

involving ML View 1 and Fish Tail CC180 appears much more random .

\i\!e considered removing P7 as an outlier. However, there are obvious problems to this

approach . First, P7 exh ibited monotonic behavior half the time, and so did not clea rly

violate our expectations. Second , because t he instructions we gave our particip ants were

rath er broad , P7 was free to make use of any criterion to make judgments. There fore, all
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unobvious cri t erion could have been chosen t hat. led to unexp ected but consistent prefer

ence be havior. Furth ermore, data tr imming is a risky operat ion and could draw unwanted

crit icism; critics may argue that dat a t rimming is a cheap way to docto r t he study results.

For all the foregoing reaso ns, we chose to include P7 in our user data analysis . Fortunately,

t he inclusion of P 7 did not appear to affect any visual ranges of comparability deter mined

in Ch apter 4.1.1.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The results of our perceptual study provide st rong evidence that it takes t he BCC and

FCC lattices significantly fewer sa mples t han th e CC lattice to achieve comparable visua l

fidelity. For th e two signals invest iga ted , the savings in samples are around 30 - 35% for

both the BCC and FCC lattices. Another findin g is th at numerical compar ability and

visua l comparability are connec ted, given our select ion of recons truction filters (Fig ure 4.3

on page 52) .

It should be noted that t he paramet er space of signals, sampling resol ut ions, and camera

views examined in thi s st udy was rela tively small. Based on our study resul ts, we have

reason to believe th at. in th e general case , BCC and FCC lattices boast significant perceptual

superiority over t he CC lattice in samp ling and reconstruct ion . For a broad class of signals,

other paramet ers of the rend ering pipeline such as lightin g or t ran sfer function are not

believed to have a significant effect on t he perceptual merits of the BCC and FCC lattices

relative to th e CC lattice.

Due to th e high num ber of parameters involved in a volume rendering process, our

general belief encompasses a vast parameter space. The experiment described in this th esis

only investiga ted a small sub- region of this vast space. One dir ecti on for future work th en is

to cont inue exploring th is space of par ameters. For examp le, t he effect of cam era placement

could be more th oroughly investigated . As another example, the effect. of varying isovalues

could be evaluated. To acco mmodate t he high dimensionality of th e par amet er space, a

mor e advanced user study pro tocol such as the conjoint ana lysis method present ed in [25]

can be em ployed .

As th e research community develops a better und erstanding of this par ameter space, a

69
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definit ive metri c may be developed that accurately predic ts the ranges of visua l compara

bili ty for a broad class of signals, and for a broad range of CC, BCC, and FCC sampling

resolu tions. Until t hen, the down sampling pipeline in conjunctio n with the L 2 pip eline em

ployed in this t hesis can provi de guidelines concern ing the visual fidelity of CC, BCC, and

FCC sa mpled data .

I t is important to point out t ha t in accordanc e with Mitchell and Net ravali 's obser

vat ion [40]' the L2 err or metric is not generally a good predictor of visual fidelity given

an arbitrary set of reconstruct ion filters - even if they have similar numerical properties.

However , we were for tunate to have chosen three reconst ruction filters for which L2 error

comparability seems to be strongly connected to comparable visual fidelity.

Based on thi s visual fidelity study and previous t heore t ical an d algorithmic results [19,

21, 18], we now have evidence th at sam pling and reconst ruction on the BCC and FCC lat

t ices is significant ly mor e accurate, computat ionally effic ient, and superio r in visual fidelity

comp ared to sampling and reconstru ction on t he traditionally popular CC lat ti ce. T his

st udy completes the argument that th e BCC and FCC lattice are preferable in every aspec t

relevant to volum e rendering and visualization. If our perceptual resul ts are confirmed for a

variety of other signals and rend ering pipelines, it will make a st rong case for BCC and FCC

sampling as the sampling meth ods of choice for 3D visualizat ion and render ing applica t ions.



A ppendix A

User Consent Form

Every par ticip ant signed a consent form prior to the start of the experiment . The conse nt

form is reproduced in Fi gures A.l and A.2.
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APPENDIX A . USER CONSENT FORM

User St udy Informat ion for Volu n tee rs - Nov ember 2006

Tit le : Assc'sing V isual Qua lity of ~D Pse udo -C ubi c Recon s truct io n
lnv cvt ig aro r Na mes : T ai Mcug and Benja mi n Sm ith
Inves tig ator De partme nt: Schoo l o f Computi ng Science. Simon Fra se: Un iversi ty

Risks
' '.111tak e no rc ason nb ly fo rese ea ble ri sks if yo n vo luntee r. You w ill be usin g a computer. Yo u will be
abl e to ta ke brcak -, eve ry lew m inutes. If yo u s ta rt. yo u wi ll be free to stop the se ssion at an y t ime .

l fvon a r« (/ snulen t: yo ur grade . scholarship , and o ther academi c benefits will not be affec ted by
whether yo u vol untee r. a nd if yo u vol untee r. whe the r yo u co mpl et e the sc.ss io n.

Uyou (Ire employe£! hy ,II e uni versi tv, or bv 1I jantl ty 11l('JJ1 he r as (I research assisum): your pay.
benefits . and an y futu re recommenda tion lc uc rs w ill no t be a ffected by by wh et her yo u vo lunteer. and if
yo u vo luntee r. whe the r yo u co m ple te the se" io n.

Ben efits
Th e res u lts of thi s projec t may help red uce the amo unt of infonn at io n req uired to reco ns truct images.
This has pract ica l appli cations suc h as reducin g the cost o f ob tainin g images fo r medical di ag nosis .

Confide ntia li ty
Resu lts o f th is s tudy ma y be publish ed in scient ific papers . an d m ade a va ilab le nn the Inte rne t and o ther
pu bli c forum s. Ho we ve r, yo ur ide ntity wi ll not he reco rded. All the data will be fi lcd und er a numeric
co de as signed to you on ly for th is stud y. and there will be no way that yo u wi ll be iden tifiabl e or thar
anyon e (inc luding us ) can link you r data to yo u. Your sig ned con sen t form will be ke pt separate fro m
the da ta.

Whllt W e 'Viii Ask You to Do
This s tudy wi ll usc a so ftwa re appli cat io n to di spl ay three d iffe re nt ionages in a pyramid la yout. T he two
ima~c"i on the bou o m of the pyramid arc co nstruc ted using: a subset of the infunnat iou uvcd to co ns truc t
the third . "rea l' im age' , d ixplaycd a t the top o f the pyram id . You wi ll he ask ed to sp ecify wh ich 01'the
tw o bottom im"ge ., i, c lose r to the "real " im age . Th e computer wi ll reco rd your choices. a nd afterwards
the se ctioicc-, will he an alyzed. Ple ase do the ac tivity as qui ck ly as you co mfo rtably can . whi le st ill
being acc urate . Some cho ices may be mo re diffi cu lt than othe rs . Do the best you can .

Ac ti vit)'
You w ill he us ing a si m p le so ftwa re appli cation developed fo r the purpose o f admin is tering thi s s tudy ,
T he so ftwa re w ill presen t yo u w ith three im age s at a rim e . in a pyramid lay o ut. You wi ll he asked to
indicate whic h of two ima ge s at the bo tto m ar c cl os es t to the origi nal image a t the top . If yo u ar e u nsure
w hic h o f the ima ges is bett e r. go wi th your gut in stinc t. Du ring the e x peri me nt. we arc interested in any
co m me nts yo u have abo ut yo ur c ho ices. or the pro cess you usc to arri ve at yo ur c ho ice. Th is experi me nt
wi ll ta ke ap pro x imate ly o ne hour.

F igure A.l: User consent form: page 1.
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APPENDIX A. USER CONSENT FORM

Simon Fraser Universi ty
Informed Conse nt by the User Study Partici pants

CMPT 77~ project (November 2001i)

You arc inv ited 10 part icipate in a study rhut will ex plore the pe rception of visual qual ity in
recon struct ed images . Thi s research is being co nd ucted unde r pc rmi sxio n o f the Simon Frase r
Univers ity Research Ethics Board. T he chief co nce rn o f the Board is for the health , safe ly . and
psycho logical wcl l-bc iuc o f rese arc h pun ic ipunts.

Y our signatu re 011 this fo rm s ig n i f i ~" that :

YOLI have recei ved a docume nt that des cribes the procedu res . povxiblc risks. and bcnc tir s o f th is
research project.
You have rece ived an adeq ua te opp ortuni ty to co nsider the information in thc description of the
ex pcrirucnt.
You voluntarily ag ree to part icipate in the projec t or ex perime nt.
You may withdra w partici pat ion at any time .
You hav e been informed the research will be co nfidentia l to the full ex tent perm itted hy the law.
YOLI will not be required to write down your name 01' any othe r identi fyin g information on
researc h materia ls.
You may receive a copy of this form and the descri ption of the ex pe rime nt.
You are not wai ving any legal clai ms . rights . or re medies .
If it is required. you ha ve o bta ined perm iss ion from YOLlr sup e rv isor or e m ploy e r to pa rticipa te in
this study.
Yo u may regi ste r any co mplai n! w ith the Direc tor of the O ffice of Research Eth ics. Dr. H.
Wei nbe rg (hwc inbc ret sfu .ca ), 1i()4-29 1-31iIO. the Director of the School of Co mputin g Science .
Dr. Uwc Glaeser Cglaese rln"'cs .s fu.ea ). li04 -2liX-li775 or the project' s principal invcsrigutors. Ta i
Mcn g (l men;; • vfu .cu ) and Benjamin Smith (hr';llIilhCd> , fu.ca).
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Name (print) :

Signature :

Date:

Witness:

(Fa mily Na me) (Given Name )

Figure A.2: User consent form: page 2.



A ppendix B

Experiment Image Selection

Recall th at we use t he notation CCn to denote a CC sampled dataset that contains n x

n x n samples. Similarly, we use the notation BC Cn to denote a BCC sampled dataset

th at conta ins n x n x (2n ) samples, and FCCn for an FCC sampled dataset that contains

n x n x (4n) samples. For a det ailed explanation of how BCC and FCC datasets are stored

on file, and how th e above not ations are derived , please refer to Entezari et al. [20] .

For Ml, and Fish Tail , th e chosen BCe and FC C sampled data are listed in Table B.1

along with their sam pling resolutions relative to th e fixed ce dat a . Since CC images were

the basis of comp ari son for BCC and FCe images , we first present th em alongside the truth

images in Figure B.I, and then replicat e them in F igur es B.2 to B.5 for case of comparison

against the BCe and FCe images.
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APPENDIX B . EXPERIMENT IMAGE SELECTION

ML, CC80 Fish Tail, CC 140 Fish Tail , CC 180

BCC47 41% BCC87 48% BCClO5 40%
BCCf52 55% BCCm 55% BC Cll3 49%
BCC54 62% BC C95 62% BCCl18 56%
BCCf55 65% BCC97 67% BCC122 62%
BCC56 69% BCC98 69% BCC125 67%
BCCf57 72% BCC99 71% BC C128 '72%
BCCG8 76% BCClOO n % BC Cl;30 75%
BCC59 80% BCC102 770/<, BCC132 79%
BCC60 84% BC '103 80% BC '136 86%
BCC62 93% BCC105 84% BC C140 94%
BCC64 102% BC ' I ll 100% BCC143 100%
BCC66 112% BCCl1 4 108% BCC147 109%

FCC36 36% FCC64 38% FCC~4 41%
FCC38 4:3% FCCfi7 44% FCC87 4fi%
FCC40 50% FCC69 48% F CC90 50%
FCC41 54% FCC71 52% FC C93 55%
FCC42 5X f1(! FCC73 57% FCC96 61%
FCC43 62% FCC75 61% FCC98 65%
FCC44 67% FCC77 67% FCClOO 69%
FC '45 71% FCC79 72% FCC102 73%
FCC46 76% FCC~l 77% FCC105 79%
FCC47 81% FCC83 8;3% FCCI08 86%
FCC49 92(7tJ FCC85 90% FCCll l 94%
FCCS1 104% FCCX8 99% FCC1l4 102%
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Table B.1: For each CC sampled data as indi cated by head ing, BCC and FCC sampled
data are shown with their relat ive resolutions as a pe rcentage of the resolution of the CC
sampled data .
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ML View 1, Truth ML View 2, Truth Fish Tail , Tru th Fish Tail, Truth

ML View 1, CC80 ML View 2, CC80 Fish Tail , CC140 F ish Tail , CC 180

Figure B .1: Exp eriment images. Top row: truth images. Bottom row: images of CC
sampled dat a .



A Pl")ENDIX B. EX PERIMEN T IMA GE SELECTION

Be e 41% Be e 55% Be e 62% Be e 65% Bee 69% Be e 72%

77

Be e 76% Be e RO% Be e 84% Be e 93% Be e 102% Be e 112%

ee~o = 100% ee 100% e e 100% e e 100% e e 100% e c 100%

FCC 36% FCC 4;) <Jt~) FCC 50% FCC 54% FCC 5H% FCC 62%

F igure B .2: Experiment images: ML V iew 1.
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BCC 7Go/t) BC C 80% BCC 84% BCC !X-3% BCC 102% BCC 112%

CC80 = 100% CC 100% CC 100% CC 100% CC 100% CC 100%

FCC 67% FCC 71% FCC 76% FCC 81% FCC 92% FCC 104%

FCC :i6% FCC 4:3% FCC ,SO% FCC 54% FCC 58% FCC 62%

Figu re B.3: Experi ment images: ML View 2.
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BCC 48% BCC fi5% BCC 62% BCC 67% BCC 69% BCC 71%

BCC 84% BCC 100% BCC 108%BCC 80%BCC 73% BCC 77%
,-- - - --,r- ---., ,..-- - --,'..-- - - -, r- - - --,

CC 100%CC140 = 100% 'C 100%
,---- --, ,-- - - -----,

CC 100% CC 100(l(l CC 100%

FCC 83% FCC 90% FCC 99%FCC 77%FCC 67% FC C 72%
.----------, r - - - - -, ,-- - ----,.------, r - - - -------,

FCC 52% FCC 57% FCC 61%FCC 48%

".

FCC 38% FCC 44%
,-- - - ---,r- - - -.,,..---- -,'..-- - - -, r- - --,

Figure B.4: Experiment images: Fish Tail , CC140.
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BCC 62% BCC 67% BCC 72%BCC :;6%BCC 40% s o c 49%
.-------.,r- - - - -, r - - - ----,,-----,,-------,

BCC 94% BCC 100% BCC 100%BCC 80%BCC 75% BCC 79%
.-------., r- - - - --, r---- ---,, --- - -,,-- - - ---,

C '180 = 100%. CC 100% CC 100% CC 100% CC 100% CC 100%

FCC ofJ% FCCn% FCC 79% FCC 86% FCC 102%

FCC 41% FCC 45% FC C 50% FCC 61% FC C 65%

Figure B.5: Experiment images: Fish Ta il, CC 180 .



Appendix C

User P reference Data

In Tables C.1 to C.4, we tabulate the user preference data, or image preference data used

to construct the plots in Figure 4.1. For each of these tables, BCC and FCC experiment

images are described by column 1, which specifics the sampling resolutions of the datasets

from which images were generated. The relative resolutions in column 1 are computed as

in Appendix B. The next 12 columns enumerate the image preference data logged by the

experiment participants. There were 12 participants in the BCC vs. CC experiment, and 12

additional participants in the FCC vs. CC experiment. The 24 participants are labeled P1

to P24.

Recall that during the user experiments, the bottom image pair in each trial consisted

of a CC image, and a BCC or FCC image. Furthermore, each image pair was shown 4 times

to each participant (Chapter :3.3). Therefore, user pr eference for a BCC or FCC image is

a number between 0 and 4, denoting the number of times that the participant chose that

BCC or FCC image as possessing better visual fidelity.
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APPENDIX C. USER PREFERENCE DATA

ML View l: BCC and F CC vs. C C80

B CC o/c, P I P2 P 3 P 4 P 5 P 6 P7 P 8 P 9 PIO Pll PI 2

41 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
55 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
62 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 0
65 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 0
69 2 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 2 2 0
72 4 0 3 1 0 1 4 3 3 2 2 0
76 4 1 4 1 3 2 0 ;1 4 2 3 0
80 3 1 3 3 0 1 3 2 4 1 4 0
84 4 2 4 3 3 1 2 4 4 3 4 1
9:3 4 3 4 4 0 4 2 4 4 3 4 2
102 4 :3 4 4 1 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
112 4 3 4 4 4 2 1 4 4 4 4 4

F CC % P13 P I4 P I !) PI6 P1 7 PI8 PIg P 20 P 2I P 22 P23 P 24

36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
!)4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
58 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 3 3 0
62 2 1 1 0 3 0 1 0 2 3 4 1
67 0 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 3 0
71 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 4 3 4 3 0
76 3 4 2 4 4 2 2 4 3 4 4 1
81 ::l 4 3 4 :3 2 3 4 1 4 4 0
92 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 1
104 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 3
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Table C .l: User preference for BCC and F CC im ages: ML View 1. Co lumn l: sampling
resolut ions of datasets from whic h expe riment im ages were rendered . Next 12 columns:
image preference data for the 24 participa nts. Each row of numbers shows t he user prefer ence
dat a for the BCC or FCC image described in column 1. Because each pair of CC and
BCC/FCC im ages were shown 4 t imes, a user could have preferr ed , or chosen the BCC/FCC
image between 0 and 4 times.



APPENDIX C. USER PREFERENCE DATA

ML View 2: B CC and F CC vs. CC80

B CC % PI P 2 p ;) P 4 P 5 P6 P7 P8 P9 PlO Pll P 12

41 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
62 0 0 2 0 I 1 1 4 4 2 0 2
65 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 2 0
69 2 0 2 2 :1 1 2 :3 3 1 2 1
72 4 4 4 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 4 4
76 4 2 :~ 4 2 1 2 4 4 3 4 2
80 4 4 4 3 3 4 1 4 4 3 4 :3
84 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 4
93 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 4

102 4 4 4 4 2 4 2 4 4 4 4 4
112 4 4 4 4 3 4 ;1 4 4 4 4 4

F CC % P13 P14 P15 P 16 P I7 P18 P19 P20 P 21 P 22 P 23 P 24

36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
54 0 1 0 0 I () 0 0 1 1 3 0
5R 0 0 2 0 I 0 0 0 1 1 3 0
02 () 4 2 2 1 0 2 2 0 4 4 1
67 0 2 2 1 3 3 2 4 3 4 4 0
71 3 3 4 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 1
76 0 4 4 :3 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 3
81 2 4 4 4 4 ;) 4 4 3 4 4 3
92 :3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
104 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Table C .2: User preference for B CC a nd F C C im ages: ML V iew 2.



APPENDIX C. USER PREFERENCE DATA

Fish Tail: BCC an d FCC vs . CCl40

BCC % P I P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P 8 P9 PIO PH Pl2

4K 0 0 0 0 0 1 (J 0 0 0 0 0
55 0 0 I 0 2 2 2 0 I 0 0 0
62 0 I :3 0 4 0 I I I 2 I I
67 0 0 4 4 :1 4 2 I 3 :3 I 2
69 0 2 4 4 4 3 2 2 3 4 3 I
71 2 2 3 4 4 I I 3 3 2 4 4
73 4 3 4 4 4 :~ :3 3 4 4 4 4
77 4 2 4 4 4 4 :3 2 4 4 4 4
80 4 3 4 4 4 3 :3 3 4 4 4 4
84 4 4 4 4 4 :3 3 4 4 4 4 4
100 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4
108 3 4 4 4 4 :3 4 4 4 4 4 4

FCC % P1 3 P1 4 P1 5 P 16 P I7 PI8 P I9 P20 P2 I P22 P23 P24

38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4~ 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
52 I 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0
57 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 ()

61 2 2 4 2 :3 () 2 2 0 2 0 2
67 2 3 2 3 4 () 4 :3 2 :3 0 3
72 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 2 0 4
77 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 2 4
83 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 :1 4 4 4
90 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 :3 4 4 4
99 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 :1 4

Table C.3: User preferen ce for BCC and FCC images: F ish Tail CC140 .
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APPENDIX C. USER PREFERENCE DATA

Fish Tail: BCC and FCC vs . CC 180

BCC % PI P2 P 3 P 4 P 5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 PH P1 2

40 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
49 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
56 1 0 1 0 4 1 0 1 0 3 0 2
62 4 0 ~) 4 4 2 0 2 0 2 0 2
67 4 1 3 4 4 2 2 0 3 4 1 3
72 4 3 4 4 4 2 0 1 0 4 1 2
75 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 3 3 2 4

79 4 4 4 4 4 2 3 3 4 4 2 4

86 3 :3 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4
94 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 4 4 4 3 4

100 4 4 4 4 4 3 :3 4 4 4 4 4
109 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4

FCC % P B P1 4 P15 P1 6 P17 P1 8 P19 P 20 P 21 P22 P23 P24

41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
45 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0
55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lil 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
65 3 3 2 1 0 0 0 3 4 1 0 0
69 4 4 3 1 2 1 4 4 2 2 2 3
73 4 3 4 2 2 3 4 4 3 2 0 3
79 4 4 4 4 2 4 3 3 4 4 3 4

86 4 4 4 4 :3 3 4 4 1 3 4 4

94 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4

102 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Table C .4: User pr eferen ce for BCC and FCC images: Fi sh Tail CC180.
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